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Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our 
famous EVO diffs. Only RHP and 
top quality bearings stocked.

The best crosspin diff available!
Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £177.00
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48. . . . . . .£706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741 . . . . £23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring 22G2033EVO . . . £13.98
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54 . . . . . . . . . £27.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £85.80 full kit

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone 
springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Wheel Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013  . . . .£31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105  .£31.80
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102  . . . . . . £29.40
QL5000 coupling kit pair  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£59.40
Rubber coupling GCD101  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .each  £26.10

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set 
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . £10.37
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £17.82
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set AJM1140 . . . £18.36
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £62.95
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.64
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

£40.69

All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these stainless
internals in their ‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £79.49
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper 
- fits BETTER than Rover original! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHF100010SS . . . . . . . £10.00
Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T  . . . . . . . .£16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on 
filter (not MPI) SO4  . .£17.83
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier) 

MSF166 . . . . . . . . . .£2.30 Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80Steering racks - L/H or R/H   FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type GSR3386 . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine Unipart GSJ166. . . . . £15.36
Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18

Timken front genuine GHK1140  . . . . . . . . .£50.60
Minispares version front  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£13.80
Timken rear GHK1805 late modified  . . . . . .£39.42
Minispares rear GHK1548MS   . . . . . . . . . .£14.39

NEW!  5 port alloy heads  . . . . . . . . .from £1251.50
with 35.7x29.5 race quality valves C-AHT347  . . .£1251.50
with 37x31mm offset spaced valves C-AHT347RACE £1559.59
8 port head kits  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £2024.74
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards  . .£1176.12
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311  . . . . . . .£223.20
Lightweight EVO dished pistons 20/40/60  . . . .£237.60
Camshaft Evolution001  .new blanks,outright £89.10 
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive Oil Pump  . . .from £112.50
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436 . . . . . . . . .£133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rocker set C-AHT446A £222.50
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323  . . . . . . . . . . . .£30.74
Duplex kit steel lightened C-AJJ3325  . . . . . .£60.04
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump  . . . .£18.90
Minimum stretch single row chain 3H2127EVO  .£19.44
Minimum stretch double row chain 2H4905EVO .£24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves.

Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm 
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (no points) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 higher spec. electric types to
match your camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec C-27H7701 . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec C-27H7702 . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec C-27H7703 . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £22.86
Master cylinder GMC1008  . .£45.50
Ultralight flywheel - std. EN8 £135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24 £209.08
L/weight EN8 pressure plate C-AHT230 . . . . £80.83
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS. . . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £24.00
Orig. type pre-verto release bearing GRB201EVO . . £14.40
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
‘AP’ Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune  GCP204 £33.12
‘AP’ road/rally Plate C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . . £62.24
‘AP Racing’ road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm . . . . £109.80
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
Verto clutch plate - 180mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . £37.80
Verto clutch plate -190mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £43.15
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40

Engines:
Visit our website for the full
ENGINE PARTS LISTINGS
www.minispares.com/engines

Brakes:
For BRAKES go to:
www.minispares.com/brakes

Gaskets:
For GASKETS go to:
www.minispares.com/gaskets

For ELECTRICS go to:
www.minispares.com/electrics

Gearboxes & Diffs
For GEARBOXES go to:
www.minispares.com/gearboxes

Clutches:
For CLUTCHES go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

Suspension:
For SUSPENSION go to:
www.minispares.com/suspension

Exhausts:
For EXHAUSTS go to:
www.minispares.com/exhausts

Brightwork:
For BRIGHTWORK go to:
www.minispares.com/brightwork

Steering:
For STEERING go to:
www.minispares.com/steering

Electrics:

Cooper S 7.5”disc and EBC pads MS35 . . . . Pr £53.60
8.4” disc and Mintex pads MSSK014 . . . . . . Pr £31.67
8.4”vented disc and pads MS39 . . . . . . . . . . Pr £49.18
S caliper Mini Spares  R/H 27H4656MS . . . . . . £72.00
S caliper Mini Spares  L/H 27H4657MS . . . . . . £72.00
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper R/H 37H8128 . . . . £65.17
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper L/H 37H8129 . . . . £65.17
S Disc conv. + Mini Spares caliper C-AJJ4028MS £452.23
S Disc conv + AP caliper & Timken bearings . . . £605.69
S brake disc shield set MSSK1400 R/H . . . . . . . £24.94
S brake disc shield set MSSK1401 L/H . . . . . . . £24.94
MK1/2 brake servo cast body 21A1293 . . . £216.00
Mk3 servo and non gen fitting kit SEN43 . . £144.00
Servo 1988 on GSM119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £126.00
Single line plastic canister GMC171 . . . . . . . £44.40
Single line metal canister GMC171ORIGINAL . . . £66.96

The Choice is Yours!
Mini Spares offers you the choice of
genuine BL/Rover parts or of more

affordable or better value alternatives
of the best quality available.

Drivetrain:
For DRIVETRAIN go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

www.minispares.com
All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either 
Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.                     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are
printing - check website for up-to-date prices.

£85.80

Package
Price

www.minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures,
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals

Mail Order - 01707 607700
Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North 

Call 01423 881800 to order

Quite simply the Largest Stocks of Mini Spares in the World!

Mobile & tablet friendly

The Largest Stocks of
Mini Parts 
in the World

Close
to A1M
& M25

Next to
M5 (J2)
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mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Shop on-line         at www.minispares.com - or visit our 3 great stores

The World Famous Mini Spares Centre Ltd......is the foremost authority and the largeststockist of classic Mini parts in the world!• Annual turnover in excess of £15 million • Our huge buying power = the mostcompetitive prices on the best quality parts!• We offer our own unique range ofexclusively designed or tooled up items.• Knowledgeable technical assistance staff

Free
Catalogue!

New!

25 years ago Mini Spares introduced the helical
tooth 5 speed gearbox with closer ratios. 
Using 58 extra parts this unit is technically an over-
drive gear with a 3.44 diff giving 3.037 ratio in 5th.
Prices from £2163.00  S/cut gears £2190.00
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

September magazine – 1st August
October magazine – 1st September
November magazine – 1st October

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2017   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates are 
aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/old 
inks while printing blankets are shredded and used for 
rubberised play areas and footpaths. The wrapping it 
comes in is degradable and will break down in the soil.

Cooper disclaimer 
The Cooper logo is the property of John 
Michael Cooper and should not be used 
without prior permission.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org

Competition Secretary 
Peter Barker 
0045 9133 3068 
Competitions@minicooper.org 

Club Shop 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org

Regional Co-ordinator 
Richard Sign 
Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield,  
Southampton, SO45 1XL 
07968 307689 
regions@minicooper.org

Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
The Beeches, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hants. GU26 6JF 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org

Youth Co-ordinator 
Position vacant

Non Designated Committee Members 
Position vacant 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org

Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

www.minicooper.org

forum.minicooper.org 
https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

#minicooperregister



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance Services

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert 24.04.17.indd   1 27/04/2017   12:19

Trade Supporter
2018
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against 
a variety of claims. The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means 
accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where 
we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini 
or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-
organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may 
be others that we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the 
public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices 
of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that 
protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence. 
If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address 
at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the event without 
prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at 
the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your 
organising team are covered by insurance.

Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card at the 
following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card. 01242 609598 
bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available to Mini 
Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337  
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 
07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777 or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.  
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex JCW chief 
technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk 01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk.  
Tel. 01189 485132

Missing Magazines
Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive 
by the middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not 
have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 
by the 1st of the month for the 
following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the magazine 
sent by email, so if you do not 
receive an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I have not 
received it. Please telephone me 
after a day or so to check if you 
do not hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 
membership - 

see details on page 4. 

GDPR Policy Document
The Mini Cooper Register is a motor club that caters for all those interested in 
the Mini and Mini Cooper, both classic and modern.

Under the GDPR regulations, we act as both Controller and Processor, in 
addition we use the third party company, Lavenham Press Limited, to administer 
the membership of the club and print CooperWorld magazine, and as such, they 
act as a Processor on our behalf.

The Club’s legal basis for handling personal data is Legitimate Interest.

In order to run the club, we and Lavenham Press Limited hold our members’ 
personal data (we do not hold sensitive personal data) and we will not release 
any of that data to any third party and have tight controls on the access to that 

data by officers of the club. Data no longer required for the running of the club 
is deleted. The data held for a member is: Membership number, name, address, 
telephone numbers, email address and region. In addition, payment details are 
used for processing membership and the sale of club merchandise, payment 
details are not stored. Details of the data held may be requested by a member 
by sending an email to gdpr@minicooper.org.

The processing performed by Lavenham Press Limited is: Recording new and 
renewed memberships, sending of welcome packs, sending of membership 
renewal notices. 

The processing performed by the club is: Generation of regional members 
lists (membership number, name, telephone and town only), granting of 
access to our website and social media, email notifications to members, 
confirmation of membership.
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EDITORIAL
Once again this year we had a 

fantastic National Mini Day at 
Beaulieu which would certainly not 
have happened if it were not for the 
dedication and hard work that Tony 
Salter and his volunteer helpers put 
in over the months leading up to the 
show, and then on the day of the 
show itself. So, I should just like to 
say a big thank you to Tony and his 
team for putting on another great 
show this year.

If you didn’t manage to get to the show then you can get a taste 
of what you missed from reading some of the reports on it from 
our registrars. Additionally, we have devoted eight pages of this 
issue of CooperWorld to an article fittingly written by Tony Salter 
on the highlights of this year’s show and which is accompanied 
by some great photos kindly taken by Stuart Watson and Blue Pig 
Photography. You will find Tony’s article in the events section of the 
magazine on page 14.

As well as Tony’s article, we have three articles covering a variety of 
other events which some of our members have attended and I think 
they give an insight into the types of events you could get involved 
with too. For instance, The Whitby Wander is a straightforward 
and inexpensive day out in cars with a smallish group of like-minded 
Mini enthusiasts. In contrast, the Irish Tour assembly is a specific 
tour of Ireland over number days that takes in lots of scenic country 
roads as well as covering some of the circuit of Ireland rally stages. 
Obviously with this sort of event there are also overnight stops at 

one or two carefully handpicked hotels so that the social aspect 
of the tour is more of a feature than a day run would allow. Then 
lastly we have a joint article written by Cliff Porter and Dominique 
Sabat about a French group of Mini enthusiasts who get together 
to use their Minis to tour their country under the guise of the 
Turini Tour. It’s nice to know that we Brits are not the only ones 
driving our Minis around Europe just for fun! So, if you have 
thought about going on such events but were not sure about them, 
then have a read of these articles to get a feel for what you can 
expect if you should decide to take the plunge.

Richard Pengelly has come up trumps again with a great article 
on leaded petrol vs unleaded petrol. In his article, Richard 
explores some of the issues that are thrown up when using 
unleaded petrol in older classic A series-engine Minis, and what 
the possible pros and cons might be in dealing with these issues. 
If you want to find out more about this interesting subject, then 
turn to the Technical Topics section of the magazine which you 
will find on page 34. 

Finally this month, I am pleased to say that we have a number of 
for sale and wanted adverts at the back of the magazine which 
some of you might find of interest. We have no less than three 
Mini Cooper Ss advertised for sale, one being a unique Mk1 Wood 
and Picket conversion. Then, for the 1275 GT enthusiasts out 
there, there is a fully restored 1275GT waiting to be bought and 
enjoyed by a new owner.

Paul Sulma 



always amuses me. We should also not forget to thank all of the 
marshals who held things together and, of course, all of you who 
attended and brought along your cars that made the show such a 
great success. I could go on but I shall resist and leave you to read 
the show report later in CooperWorld.

Before leaving the subject of Beaulieu, those of you who follow the 
club on social media will have noticed that professional film maker, 
John Clancy, has made a twenty minute film of our National day at 
Beaulieu. He and his delightful wife Suzy spent all day filming the cars 
and people on the day. The only disappointment was that John had 
just purchased a top specification professional drone to allow him to 
fly above the show to film from above, but sadly Beaulieu’s ‘'elf and 
safety’ prevented him using his new toy. Nevertheless, the film he 
edited together was superb and is a really great record of the day 
and reflected well on the club. I was particularly pleased when John 
suggested interviewing Ron Crellin, Paddy Hopkirk’s long time co-
driver, in my Works replica, which I decided to bring along this year 
- this being a replica of their 1967 Monte car, it was a good backdrop 
for the talk. It was a lovely interview of such a gracious man. 
The film, compiled at no cost to the club, is available to view on 
‘YouTube’ and I’m told if you have the luxury of a 4K TV, the quality 
which John has achieved in the broadcast is very high. Definitely 
worth it and can be viewed here:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=SEpMI83CCuw&feature=youtu.be

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Beaulieu, what can we say? A brilliant 
day, a superb show, lovely weather 

and the gate was up on last year too. 
Once again we have Tony Salter to 
thank for masterminding our National 
Day and although Tony looks relaxed 
on the day, I know only too well he is 
constantly attending to the numerous 
problems and issues that always arise 
on such days. The ‘Plastic Fantastic’ 
key note display was an undoubted 
hit, and just shows the diversity of 
the club and that we are not simply 

for sliding window Mini Coopers. All Minis are always welcome 
into the club and the fact that some wish to cut, shut, enlarge or 
severely change their cars into something often unique is fine by us. 
On the other hand, the wonderful Coachbuilt display was for many 
the star of the show. The expected numbers were swelled on the 
day and Steve Burkinshaw and Neville Smyth need our thanks for 
gathering together so many of these exceedingly rare and beautifully 
built cars. They were all brilliant from unbelievably luxurious and 
immaculate models to a dilapidated hatch back untouched for years. 
A superb display.

Graham Robson, our much valued commentator, always adds his 
professional touch to the day and managed to seamlessly cope 
with a defective PA system before his roving mic could be brought 
on-line. His interviews with our honorary members and notable 
guests are always carried out so well. On that note it was really 
good to see Charlie Cooper, Mike Cooper’s son and of course 
John Cooper’s grandson being interviewed by Graham. Charlie is 
embarking on MINI racing this year, albeit a big accident recently 
has curtailed progress somewhat. We were also very interested in 
the Cooper bikes he is responsible for and his view of the future for 
transport. On a less happy note we had Barrie Williams announcing 
the reasons for his retirement from racing after a career spanning 
over fifty years. It was nice that Barrie wanted to tell us all at our 
National Day. 

As always Sally Salter was working hard selling regalia from the 
club shop as, unfortunately, Justin and Annie Ridyard couldn’t 
attend this year due to a previous engagement (outrageous!). On 
that subject, since this dynamic couple took over running the club 
shop and taking it in-house, rather than us out sourcing as we 
have over the last few years, it has gone from strength to strength 
– long many it continue. Lesley Young again worked tirelessly 
promoting and selling club memberships. Trade stands were, as 
always, busy and the sight of the traders making an early morning 
bee-line to the Trunk Traders pitches, to swell their own stock, 
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Coopers at Combe
Castle Combe Race Circuit

Saturday 18th August 2018
 

Entry is limited to 15 cars and places are available on 
a first come first served basis, so book early to avoid 
disappointment by contacting Graham E Robinson and 
also for further details. 
This is a very popular event with members. Usually, 
only five cars are allowed out on to the track at once 
making it safer than other Mini track days at this circuit. 
Club members are welcome to spectate on the day and 
admission is free. 

80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex,  
SS3 0HW 01702 219298  

graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

Mike Cooper with his son Charlie at Beaulieu 2018



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

SM050 A5 Advert.indd   1 09/03/2016   11:52

Trade Supporter
2018



Don’t forget to log on and buy your IMM ticket for next year in Bristol, 
we will be organising an MCR camping area.

That’s all for this month!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

It’s a busy time of the year for events 
at the moment. Firstly, well done to 

Tony Salter and his team for a fantastic 
Beaulieu again and I was upset in not 
being able to attend this year. A big 
round of applause from all who enjoyed 
a fabulous day. 

Looking forward now to the Mini 
Festival now in August and Minis to the 
Alps in September. If you are attending 
the Mini Festival at Brands let us know, 
as many members are camping so we 
can be on the stand first thing to greet 
you. If you would like to join us with 

your tent you are welcome to pitch up with us.

Another great show is Minis by the sea (West Sussex Mini Owners 
Club) it's a free show at Steine Gardens Worthing. Gates open 
8:00am and the show starts at 10.00am. It's on Sunday 2nd 
September. All proceeds go to Chestnuts Hospice. For more info 
and details contact g-tully@sky.com.

It is the Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show at the NEC, 
Birmingham, in November. We require interesting cars for this 
event; remember your car will need to be at the indoor event for 
the weekend. I would like especially to hear if you have owned your 
car for a long period. If you can help in any way at this event in set 
up breakdown or manning the stand, then please contact me on the 
details below.

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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The club urgently needs someone 
within the club to take  

over this important role from the 
current treasurer. 

 

This is also a committee post  
and meetings take place  

five times a year.
 

If you think you might be  
able to fulfil this role  
then please contact  

the chairman Robert Young.

Vacancy
Treasurer 

We need a young member of the club 
to take on this important role to 

support, encourage and nurture younger 
members of the MCR as we recognised 

that they are the future of the club.
 

This is also a committee post and 
meetings take place five times a year.

 

If you think you might be able to 
fulfil this role then please contact the 

chairman Robert Young.

Vacancy
Youth Co-ordinator
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key 

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand.

Italics = Regionalz MCR event/attendance.

August 2018

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 3rd-5th August 
Location: Cambridge 
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: UTMM (Under the Mini Moon) 
Date: 4th-5th August 
Location: Westbrook Farm Touring Park, Harp Rd, 
Brent Knoll, Highbridge TA9 4HQ 
Contact: http://www.utmm.co.uk/new/

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 4th and 5th August 
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic 
racing championships and static classic car.  
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/
nostalgia

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 12th August 
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants 
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Coopers at Castle Combe 
Date: 18th August 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: Graham Robinson  
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 
Date: 19th August 
Location: Kent 
Contact: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 

Event: Mini Festival  
Date: 25th – 26th August 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/

September 2018

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble 
Date: 1st - 2nd September  
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Minis by the sea (West Sussex Mini Owners 
Club) 
Date: 2nd September  
Location: Steine Gardens Worthing. Gates open 
0800am & show starts at 10.00am 
Contact: g-tully@sky.com

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 7th-9th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: TBC

Event: Minis to the Alps  
Date: 15th – 22nd September  
Location: France 
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

Event: Rally Day 
Date: 22nd September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 23rd September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

EVENTS

Event: Mini Action Day 2018 
Date: 29th September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: OhSoRetro  
Date: 30th September 
Location: Margate, Kent. 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

October 2018

November 2018

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Motor Show 
Date: 9th 11th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/

January 2019

Event: Mini Cooper Register Hinton Firs Weekend 
Date: 25th to 29th January 
Location: Bournemouth  
Contact: Josh Bromage j-bromage@outlook.com

HUGE MINI RACE LINE-UP    CAR CLUB STANDS    TRADE STANDS    MINI TRACK PARADES    LIVE DAY & EVENING MUSIC    EVENING OUTDOOR MOVIE 
FREE GRID WALK    KIDS YOUNGDRIVE! SESSIONS    CAMPING    MOUNTAIN BIKE STUNT SHOWS    FUNZONE PLUS MORE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT    

ONLINE TICKETS FROM £20*
KIDS UNDER 13 GO FREE

BRANDSHATCH.CO.UK
0843 453 9000

SPONSORED BY

AWARDS

AVAILABLE FOR MINI 
OWNERS AND CLUBS
See website for details

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS

*Advance tickets available until midday Thursday 23 August Postage fee applies 
.Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.

I am again offering my services ably supported by the Warwickshire Region to organise our 
usual brilliant stand at Stanford Hall MiniFest on 23rd September.

It will be on a first come first served basis for what will again be a marvellous midlands show. 
The advance ticket price of £8 for exhibitors will be available up to Monday September 3rd 
and will include a display pass for one car.

Please contact me initially so that I can log who is interested and with what Mini/MINI variant 
you will be displaying. I will then email or post out a pro-forma to fill out and return to me with a 
stamped addressed envelope along with a cheque for £8 made out to the Mini Cooper Register.

My address is: Mr J Filor, 199 Grange Drive,Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LE13 1EL.
Phone number: 01664566614. Email: jfilor@talktalk.net
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National Mini Day − Beaulieu 2018

Once again our Club’s main national event at Beaulieu was blessed 
with fine weather although earlier in the week the forecast was 

quite ominous for it. That however did not put off the hundreds of Minis 
that flooded through the gates. The overall number of visitors was on a 
par with the previous year and which made for a very good day.

This year the main theme of the show was a celebration of coach built 
Minis such as the likes of Radford and Wood & Pickett. Despite a nervous 
start we eventually had around 25 cars forming an impressive display of 
these unique and rare cars, many once owned by the rich and famous. 
Some were in pristine condition, whilst others care worn and one or 
two in need of much restoration. The variety of ages and types made 
for a great spectacle and the cars were very popular with show visitors. 
I am told that the line up of Radford hatchbacks in particular at the show 
is unlikely to be bettered for some time. The variety of coach builders 
represented in the display of cars was also impressive with everything 
from a Humberstone to Wood and Pickett represented. Attracting 
considerable attention was the un-restored Hooper of Carabus fame.

Opposite the display of coach built cars we had the Ex-Works and 
Competition cars and as always they were a popular draw to visitors 
with a mix of race and rally cars providing a fine line up. This year 
the display was complemented with the added bonus and backdrop 
of Douglas Samuels bringing along all the way from Lincolnshire, his 
recreation of one of the Special Tuning transporter resplendent in 
period correct BLMC blue and white livery colours. 

In addition to the other line ups there was a display of ‘Plastic’ Mini 
based cars, varying from GTM to Jiffy and Stimpson Trek and Cub. 
Certainly a different display and quite eye catching although some of 
these creations may not have been to everyone’s taste, but there can 
be no denying that these cars have a good following as evidenced by the 
amount of interest shown in them by visitors. I must confess to having a 
slight soft spot for the Jiffy having once seen a flatbed tipper version.

The concours, this year was kindly arranged by Graham E. Robinson 
and had an excellent entry with several classes having stiff competition. 
The sun had obviously brought out many of the competitors and the 
quality of all the cars taking part was particularly high. The judges did a 
first class job in choosing winners. 

The variety of trade stands was very good too, from MiniSport with a 
large well stocked stand, to a good number of other traders stocking a 
selection of used and new parts. This was complemented by the trunk 
traders who, as usual, had some spectacular bargains available.

As usual Graham Robson did a sterling job commentating on the event 
and interviewing our VIP guests, providing a great back ground to the 
general hubbub of the day.

The awards for the day and the club trophies were presented by 
Michael Cooper and, as expected, witnessed by a large crowd 
gathered in the arena in the fine afternoon sun. 

As with any event of this type a tremendous amount of input and help is 
required from people who very often sit in the background. So, my thanks 
go to all the marshals who helped, many of whom have been coming for 
years to help and in particular from the Hampshire and Suffolk regions. 

I would also like to highlight the help I had from Barry Tilbury, without 
whom the plastic fantastic display would have been less than half the size. 

Finally, I must thank both Steve Burkinshaw and Neville Smyth, 
without whom the coach built display would never have been born 
nor, indeed, been so successful in the number of cars they managed to 
get together in one place – quite unprecedented.

Tony Salter - Show organiser
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EVENTS

By Tony Salter

Beaulieu MCR day awards 2108
Concours results 2018
Class 1. 1st place - Peter Gibson Austin 7 Cooper 5661 DD 2nd place - Mr & Mrs John Smith Mk1 Austin Cooper S DOT 4 
Class 2. 1st place - Chloe /Mark Whitchurch Mk1 Cooper S 44 SCV
Class 3. 1st place - John McClelland Rover Cooper L514 VRV
Class 4. 1st place - Diane Grover MPi Mini S909 UHJ
Class 5. 1st place - Dave Rippard Morris Mini 850 518 LBH 2nd place - Keith Stone Austin Seven 850 1059 RK
Class 6. 1st place - James Conner Austin Mayfair G339 POD 2nd place - James Finn Mini City G275 HFR
Class 7. 1st place - Wayne West MINI GP W7 WST 2nd place - Alan Gregory MINI JCW M27 JCW

Other awards and prizes 2018
Beaulieu Cup winner from classes 1 & 3 – Mr & Mrs John Smith – Austin Mini Cooper S – DOT 4
Chief Judges’ special award – the John White Cup – Peter Gibson – Austin Seven Cooper – 5661 DD
MiniWorld magazine Mini of the show award – Dave Rippard – Morris Mini 850 518 LBH
The John Kelly Trophy – A well used Mk1 Cooper or S – Per De Blanck
Best Regional Stand at Beaulieu – Dorset Region for a fine range of cars
The Graeme Allan Spirit of the Rally award awarded jointly to Graham, Karen and Bradleigh West for help at the event above and beyond

Club awards 
Big valve award – (personality) – John McIntosh for organising the Works Minis in Abingdon event
Don Moore award – Services to the Club – Niall (Neal) Cook
Region Award – Bristol, Gloucester and Somerset 
Editor’s award – Simon Wheatcroft
Special Presentation – Sally Salter
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EVENTS

Class 5 - 2nd place - Keith Stone 
Austin Seven 850 - 1059 RK

Class 6 - 2nd place - James Finn  
Mini City - G275 HFR

Class 1 - 2nd place - Mr & Mrs John Smith Mk1 
Austin Cooper S - DOT 4

Class 4 - 1st place - Diane Grover  
MPi Mini - S909 UHJ

Class 1 - 1st place - Peter Gibson  
Austin 7 Cooper - 5661 DD

Class 6 - 1st place - James Conner  
Austin Mayfair - G339 POD

Class 3 - 1st place - John McClelland  
Rover Cooper - L514 VRV

Class 5 - 1st place - Dave Rippard   
Morris Mini 850 - 518 LBH

Class 2 - 1st place - Chloe /Mark Whitchurch 
Mk1 Cooper S - 44 SCV

Photos by Blue Pig Photography

Class 7 - 2nd place - Alan Gregory  
MINI JCW - M27 JCW

Class 7 - 1st place - Wayne West  
MINI GP - W7 WST
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EVENTS

Photos by Blue Pig Photography

Region Award - Bristol, Gloucester  
and Somerset 

The Graeme Allan Spirit of the Rally award 
awarded jointly to Graham, Karen and Bradleigh 
West for help at the event above and beyond

Editor’s award - Simon Wheatcroft Special Presentation - Sally Salter

Best Regional Stand at Beaulieu -  
Dorset Region for a fine range of cars

Don Moore award - Services to the Club - 
Niall (Neal) Cook

The John Kelly Trophy - A well used Mk1 
Cooper or S - Per De Blanck

Big valve award - (personality) -  
John McIntosh for organising the Works Minis 
in Abingdon event

Chief Judges’ special award - the John White Cup 
– Peter Gibson - Austin Seven Cooper -  
5661 DD

MiniWorld magazine Mini of the show award - 
Dave Rippard - Morris Mini 850 - 518 LBH

Beaulieu Cup winner from classes 1 & 3 -  
Mr & Mrs John Smith - Austin Mini Cooper S - 
DOT 4
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The Whitby Wander 2018
By Dennis Perkins 

EVENTS

Sunday 24th June was the date fixed for the World Cup match 
between England and Panama, but the Newcastle and Durham 

Regions run also took place on the same day. It was hot and the sky was 
so blue that even ‘Wuthering Heights’ would have looked welcoming 
and cheerful on such a day. 

The run began on the edge of Darlington and after a mile or so on 
the A66, the entrants, who this year were all using classic Minis, were 
on the narrow rural roads that comprised almost the entire run. My 
original idea for the earlier part of the run had needed a total revision, 
after I had realised that my proposed route would have take everyone 
along the route to the Croft Racing Circuit on the day of the Croft heat 
of the British Touring Car Championship.

As the cars penetrated further into Yorkshire the country became more 
sparse and the roads narrower and higher. The challenges were greater 
this year. Not only was the route longer, at almost 80 miles, but there 
were questions for the competitors to answer. There were also plenty 
of cyclists and walkers in unexpected places. However, the various 
fords on the route were all dry. 

Everyone seemed to find the lunch venue at the Lion Inn on Blakey 
Ridge. I was a relief that the pub was able to feed everyone, as there is 
no sign of life for miles around, certainly no other eating places. 

The long 1 in 3 climbs on the afternoon session taxed the heating systems 
of some of the cars and their drivers, but the ferocious Rosedale Chimney 
was descended, not climbed. As far as I know, brakes held out. 

As with last year, the run ended in Whitby, but there was a hiccup. The 
pub selected for the rendezvous was filled to overflowing by England 
supporters celebrating the team’s win. As a result, the answers to the 
questions to the entrants were given on Whitby Quayside as hoards 
of visitors wandered by! The joint winners were the teams of Stuart 
Watson and Keith Proudfoot. 

The run was, I think, hard work for both the cars and their occupants, 
but everyone seemed to enjoy the day. The main thing was that we 
enjoyed seeing Minis being used as nature intended them to be used!

Dennis Perkins
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.



Irish Touring Assembly 2018
By Geoff Bethel

EVENTS

Friday June 15th and an early start, up at 6.00am and on the road 
by 7 (well it was 7.30am when we finally actually got going but you 

get the idea!).

My daughter Lucy and I were off on our way to Fishguard for another 
of the Wyllie family trips to Ireland. The ferry departure time had been 
brought forward by an hour hence the early start. However, we were not 
the earliest starters since Mick and Glynis left home at 4.30am! We were 
to meet up at Fishguard Dock at 11 o’clock with Tony and Angela Jones 
looking after boarding passes. Hugh was wisely stopping at home this 
year as he didn’t have to pick up his Cooper S which unfortunately had 
been destroyed in a fire earlier in the year. We finally arrived at 11.45am 
ish but we were not the last to arrive, since Chris Shanahan and his 
partner for the holiday, Jenny Hendriksen, turned up about half an hour 
after us and they had stopped overnight in a hotel just up the road!

Eight crews had assembled as follows: Mick and Glynis Tully in their 
white/black MkII Cooper S, Neal Goldspring and Gary Durrant in a 
Honda powered black classic Clubman, Phil and Sue Dyson in their Red/
white classic Cooper, Tony and Angela in their black classic Mini, Lucy and 
me in my red/black MkII Cooper, Colin Woodage and Graham Cornish 
in a green and white MkII Cooper, Graham E and Jane Robinson in their 
MINI Cooper Works and Chris and Jenny in Chris’s MINI Cooper? (Not 
sure what it was I have absolutely no idea about new MINI!). Hugh and 
Jan were in their MINI Cooper with Emma and Tiny (and or) daughter 
Meghan as back up in Emma’s brand new Focus ST.

Upon arrival in Rosslare we met up with the Wyllie clan just down the 
road from the port, received our road books and then drove the 35 
miles to New Ross and the Brandon House Hotel. After a nice meal, a 
drink and chat in the bar it was time for bed.

Day 2. After a good Irish breakfast we left the hotel just after 9.30am for 
what was noted as a ‘gentle tour’. About 15 miles from the hotel we went 
over a very impressive Toll bridge, no doubt paid for in part by European 
Union funding. We continued following the signs to Comerahg Drive with 
a view of the Mahon Falls before parking at Lismore House hotel a very 
grand building, and very much like an English National Trust property. Our 
coffee stop was the Red House pub around the corner! Hugh informed 
us that the hotel was closed and up for sale so we were able to use their 
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1st Minis in car park at New Ross Brandon House Hotel

General view on day 2

Gougane Barra National Park
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car park. The pub locals were watching football at one end of the bar 
and rugby at the other! After tea/coffee and biscuits we were away again 
heading towards Mallow on the N72. This section included two stages used 
on the Cork 20 rally at one point passing Lee reservoir. There were some 
very tight hairpins and bends which gave those that wanted the chance to 
play at rally drivers! Lunch was at Clifford’s Bar.

Less than a mile after lunch we stopped briefly for a photo of the 
monument at the assassination place of General Michael Collins. He 
was an Irish revolutionary, soldier and politician and was shot in an 
ambush by anti treaty forces on the 22nd August 1922.

Afternoon tea/alcoholic drink was at Sams Cross Pub about five miles 
away from the Celtic Ross Hotel Rosscarbery, our accommodation for 
the next three nights. After another excellent evening meal, most of us 
ventured out to a bar in town. The music was good but the place was 
packed so we adjourned to tables outside until drizzle stopped play and 
we headed back to the hotel.

Day 3. Mick and Glynis had problems with the hydrolastic suspension on 
their S and so doubled up with Graham and Jane (Glynis) and Chris and 
Jenny (Mick) as it was Sunday and so no chance of getting a repair. Today we 
were off to Dunmanway a historic market town and then onto a famous 
rally stage Lough Allua, Gougane Barra national Park and nature reserve, 
Circuit of Ireland stage Fuhiry, Cousane Gap via Borlin and back to the hotel. 
Our morning coffee stop was at the Gougane Barry hotel overlooking the 
lake and the very pretty little church. Hugh suggested we walk around the 
corner to use or view the round thatched public toilet! We later passed but 
didn’t stop at Coom Irelands highest Pub. On the Borlin stage there were 
two notes in the road book ‘CARE!! FRESH AIR’. Lunch was at the Ouvane 
Falls Pub unfortunately, it being Fathers Day, service wasn’t very good and 
the meals kept coming in bits and drabs and Jane never did get her ham and 
cheese toastie. Jan Wyllie tore a strip off the management and vowed never 
to go back there again! A final stop for coffee or a pint at the Drumoleague 
Inn and a short drive back to the hotel rounded off another enjoyable day.

Day 4. Tiny was trying to sort out Mick’s hydrolastic problems via a 
mechanic friend ‘Leggs’ so Mick and Glynis doubled up again. Today 
we were heading to the sea side and in true British (Irish) tradition 
it was raining! A group photo was taken for us by a very nice lady at 
Castletownshend before we headed to Lough Hyne; Irelands first 
designated marine nature reserve in 1981. A coach load of young 
American ladies were taking a swim. It was cold and still drizzling slightly 
and when they got out of the water they all looked frozen! It was then on 
to Caseys Bar for coffee/tea and freshly made scones. Emma took Mick 
and Glynis back to the Celtic Ross hotel to meet up with ‘Leggs’ who was 
going to trailer Mick’s S to Cork for a hydrolastic pump up. Then it was 
onwards around the Wild Atlantic way to Barley Cove where we had 
lunch at the Barley Cove Beach Hotel. The sun tried to come out for a 
short while but at least it had stopped raining. Back on the road we drove 
passed Mizen Head, Dunmanus Bay the sheep’s head Peninsula and Goats 
Path which is still used as a rally stage today. What should have been 
spectacular views were ok, but had the weather been better it would 
have been truly spectacular. Lucy and I missed the afternoon coffee/drink 
stop as it was only a short drive back to the hotel. Mick had to drive to 
the garage in Cork as ‘Legg’s’ tow car lost its brakes on the way to pick 

General view Day 2

Inside Red House Pub

Thatched public convenience

Monument to General 
Michael Collins
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up the S. The garage mechanic insisted the ride height was too high after 
pumping it up despite Mick’s insistence it was alright and managed to let 
too much fluid out and damaged the Schrader valve. It was at least now 
drivable but still too low!

Day 5.  It’s good bye to the Celtic Ross Hotel. Today we are going to 
drive the famous Ardfield stage, Beal na Blath, the Cork 20 stage through 
Coachford, Ballyhoura mountains, Glen of Aherlow and a picturesque 
run through Inistogue arriving at the Ferry Carrig hotel for our last night. 
Morning coffee and scones were taken at the Huntsman Pub Belgooly where 
half a dozen local ladies were sitting outside enjoying tea and scones. We had 
the craic with them before partaking of the very good refreshments inside. 
The sun was shining for most of the day but at the photo opportunity at 
Dunbrattin bay, the wind was almost strong enough to blow the unexpected 
over the cliff! Lunch was taken at the lovely Majestic Hotel on the sea front 
at Tramore. Suitably refreshed we journeyed on to Passage East in Waterford 
and the ferry across the river Suir to Ballyhack in Wexford. Then it was 
approximately 35 miles to the familiar Ferry Carrig hotel.

After our evening meal Phil Dyson thanked the Wyllie family on 
everyone’s behalf for another fantastic tour of Ireland and presented 
them with a gift from all of us for all their hard work. 

Day 6.  Up early as breakfast was at 6.30am and we were on our way 
at 7 to catch the ferry, again the sailing time was brought forward by 
an hour. Not a bad crossing again and Lucy and I were back home by 
about 4.30pm having covered 1,046 miles in six days.

Many thanks to the Wyllie family for organising a most enjoyable trip, to 
Lucy for agreeing to come with me, and she said she enjoyed it even though 
there are doodles on almost every other page of the road book - something 
my late wife Lesley didn’t do! Great company and good fun. More please!

Geoff Bethel
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Group photo at Castletownshend

Cars at photo stop

Gougane Barra church

Stunning scenery

Our Cooper at a photo stop
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Le Turini Tour 2018
By Cliff Porter & Dominique Sabat  

EVENTS

As some of you prepare to take part in this year’s Minis to the Alps, I 
thought I would share with you a review of an event organised as a reunion 

for French Mini enthusiasts – The Le Turini Tour 2018.  It brought back happy 
memories of the many times I have driven the Turini and visited the Hotel des 
Trois Vallees at a summit, and the first time I met Dominique Sabat and some of 
his friends in 2010. A few of the crews met and chatted to some local French 
Mini enthusiasts in Le Fourcat near Lantosque.  Dominique and his friends had 
spent the day in the Hotel des Trois Vallees at the summit of the Col de Turini 
awaiting the arrival of the Mini Cooper Register cars. I don’t think the route 
book used the Turini that year but instead the Monte stage from Lantosque to 
Luceram via the M73/D73 and the Col de Porte. 

One of the French cars was a beautiful white Minisprint.  Steve Burkinshaw 
soon engaged Dominique in conversation to learn that it was used in local 
competitions in and around the Alpes Maritime region.  Neal & Paul Goldspring 
in a Clubman Honda followed me onto the ‘stage’ route.

Dominique explains that the Tour took place on 12th June 2018 on the great 
roads surrounding Turini.  The 90 km route and road book was created by the 
late Pierre Parigi (Innocenti Cooper 1300 export, Austin Cooper 1000 Mk2), a 
passionate Mini enthusiast who died in 2016.  It also remembered Henry Raffaelli, 
a ‘pilote’ and Mini tuner from Cannes (Austin Cooper 1275 S Mk1) who died in 
2015.  All participants knew Pierre and Henry well.  Then José Albertini, Marcel 
Aureglia, Charles Auguste, Humbert Puppo and Christian Delandre, are all well 
known in the French Mini world as being enthusiastic pilotes and tuning gurus 
who also took part.  There were 15 cars, 13 Minis, 1 E-type and 1 modern car!

Starting from Nice the crews made their way to Castagniers along the Route 
de Grenoble before making their way across the smaller roads passing through 
Aspremont, Tourette – Levens, Contes, Berre-les-Alpes through L’Escarene.

Reading about this event has reminded me of an incident on a garage forecourt 
in L’Escarene on the 2006 Minis to Monte event when John Matthews was 
supervising the changing of a rear wheel brake cylinder on his Mini. Then out of 
nowhere some Frenchmen appeared and reminisced about their memories of 
their times with the great Mini Cooper and the Monte Carlo Rally.

From L’Escarene the French crews made their way to Sospel passing through 
the Col de Braus and Col St Jean before turning onto the famous D 2566 
towards Moulinet and the final 12 km to the Col de Turini for a lunch of ‘Daube 
de sanglier’ (sort of wild boar stew) at the hotel.  Looking at the photos it 
appears that the French Mini enthusiasts are of similar age to most of us!  

Dominique is a regular competitor on rally & speed events in the Southern Alps 
in his immaculate Minisprint and also in a Triumph Spitfire.

Many photos were taken on the event by the participants and I hope you 
enjoy them as much as I did.  My favourite photo is of the 3 enthusiasts 
sharing the contents of a photo album, just like here in the UK when Patrick 
Walker opens up his historic archive albums! There are additional photos 
shown here to what was in the album.  

The French crews or ‘pilotes’

1 Marcel Aureglia, José Albertini  Austin Cooper 1275 S mk1 1965
2 Charles Auguste, Jean-Louis Vouillon  Morris Cooper 1275 S mk1 1965
3 Christian Delandre  Morris Cooper 1275 S mk1 1967
4 Daniel Schies  Austin Cooper 1275 S mk1 1966
5 Jean-Paul Pellissero Austin Cooper 1275 S mk2 1969
6 Jean-Paul Ciffreo Austin Cooper 1000 mk2 1968
7 Jean-Pierre Boissard Austin Cooper 1275 S mk3 1971
8 Humbert Puppo Innocenti Cooper 1300 export 1974
9 Jean-Pierre Venot Innocenti Cooper 1300 export 1974
10 Jean-Marc Ricard Innocenti Cooper 1300 export 1973
11 Marc-Olivier Lafond Rover Mini Cooper carb 1991
12 Thibaut Redelsperger Rover Mini Cosmopolitan 1994
13 David Bernard Jaguar E-type 1963
14 Michel Martin, Claude Caffarelli modern car 
15 Dominique Sabat Minisprint 1974

Photo album

Humbert Puppo, August Charles, 
Jean Bora (aka seventie garage)

The French 
Turini map
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Brief notes on the pilotes.

Christian Delandre bought his Cooper 1275 S Mk1 in 1967 new 
(that probably makes his car the oldest first owner French Cooper 
S in France), tuned with period Marnat accessories (who he was a 
neighbour with at this time). He took part in many rallies especially in 
the sixties, having great results and many trophies being member of the 
‘Curie Lutes’ then with the ‘Red Star’ (near Paris). Still owner of the car, 
it was fully restored in 1990, and it has participated in many events. His 
Morris is one of the best examples of a Cooper S in France. He is also 
the president of the Club Mini France.

Humbert Puppo, mechanic and engine tuner near Cagnes sur 
mer (South of France) was a great animator of the French hillclimb 
championship group 2 during the 70s and the 80s in a Cooper. The car 
had a Longman cylinder head and split Webers which were at that time 
fed with a mechanical Kugelfisher fuel injection set up. He had many 
successful at that time and he's now rebuilding a replica of his car.

Charles Auguste bought his Cooper S in 1973.  It was fitted with an 
Arden 8 port cylinder head and Tecalemit Jackson injected. He raced 
it in many hillclimbs in the South of France in group 2 and participated 
in the Trophée British Leyland France (a promotional formula for 
Innocenti Cooper 1300 export) with honorable results but spectacular 
driving abilities. Then he went back to hillclimbing with a Longman 
configuration until 1977.

Marcel Aureglia used to race with José Albertini as co-pilot, now 
he drives a red Cooper S and rallies it in the VHC class. He has a 
Surf blue Cooper S for track racing during the French Maxi 1000 and 
Trophée Mini Classic. Both cars have Swiftune engines tuned by his 
friend José Albertini.

José Albertini lives in Nice. Coming from motorcycle competition he 
started racing Minis in 1969 with a 1964 Cooper S which he bought 
from Jim Whitehouse, with an Weslake 8 port cylinder head  and 
Tecalemit Jackson injection instead of an Arden head (the head was 
said to be from a winning Works car). The car with its 137hp quickly 
became a serious contender of the French hillclimb championship.  
During the seventies he also drove the famous Mini Marcos that took 
part on the 1966 24 le Mans, and then bought for the 1970 Monte 
Carlo Rallye. A well-known engine builder, he still prepares and test-
drives the Cooper S of his friend Marcel Aureglia.

The Mini legend lives on in France with many entries on the Monte 
Historique each year. C’est la vie.

If only the country roads of the UK were not so congested with 
day to day traffic and other forms of transport at the weekends, 
maybe we could enjoy events such as this one. They don’t need to 
be competitive and it is great to see many regions organising runs 
in their areas.

As I finalise this article I have just received news that starting from July 
1st, speed limits throughout France will be lowered from 90kmh to 
80kmh for secondary roads without median strips.

Cliff and Dominique

Photos by Dominique Sabat & friends

Pierre Paridgi, Henry Raffaelli

Aureglia

Driver is José Albertini and 
navigator is Marcel Auréglia

Albertini in his Mini

Delandre

Lunch stop for the crews

Works replica driven by David Brabham for the Mini GP as 
and seen on Top Gear driven by the Stig in snowy Turini
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Raymond Baxter
By Peter Barker

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

As a wartime fighter pilot, peacetime rally driver, BMC’s Director of 
Publicity not to mention being a radio and TV personality, Raymond 

Baxter led the life of a ‘Boy’s Own’ hero. I met up with him in 2001 at 
his home in Henley-on-Thames and recorded the following interview 
for MiniWorld magazine.

“I was converted to motor-racing at the age of 11 when I was given a 
paperback book called Burst Tyres which was about a boy whose uncle 
owned a tyre factory and who raced to victory on his unburstable tyres, 
winning Le Mans, the Monte Carlo Rally and just about everything else 
in a most unlikely fashion. I could see myself as him, although he was 
actually more like Stirling Moss! My friend and I also designed and built 
model racing cars from Meccano which we than raced. I usually won 
because I could run faster than my friend, and not because I could build 
better cars. My father took me to see the 1936 European Grand Prix at 
Donnington and I watched enthralled as the white Mercedes and Auto 
Unions battled it out on the circuit.

In that same year I took all the money from my piggy bank and went to 
see Alan Chobham’s Flying Circus at Fairlop airfield. For 10 shillings and 
6 pence you could go up in an aircraft if you were 16 (I lied about my 
age as I was actually only14) and I went flying. I loved it and I thought 
‘I’ve got to do more of this. When it became clear that war was coming 
I volunteered for the RAF and was put into single seater training. I 
knew that I wanted to fly fighters and not bombers, as I didn’t want the 
responsibility of other people in my aircraft. As I finished my training in 
late 1940 I missed out on the Battle of Britain which I was angry about 
at the time. With hindsight however, I now see that with the training 
offered then I wouldn’t have lasted more than five minutes in combat so 
it’s just as well that I did miss it!”

Despite this disappointment Raymond saw plenty of action in other 
theatres of war including Tunis, Malta, Sicily and Salerno – where he 
was accidentally shot down by American forces – the only time he 
was downed during the war. During a very happy period as a flying 
instructor on Spitfires, he met his wife Silvia who was an American 
army nurse. He finished the war in Cairo flying Douglas DC3 Dakotas 
and set up home there with Silvia in 1945. Raymond started to think 
about a peacetime career now that the war was over.

“I had a test for Forces Broadcasting which consisted of reading 
the NAAFI news into a microphone. They said ‘we’ll let you know’ 
and sometime later I was posted to work in Forces Broadcasting 
in Hamburg. My Commanding Officer at the time asked whether I 
intended to make broadcasting my career. When I told him that I did 
he replied ‘It’s scarcely a job for a man I would have thought!’ I was in 
Hamburg from 1947 to ‘49 and loved it. It was a fantastic experience.”

From there Raymond joined the BBC in the early 1950s where his 
piloting and broadcasting skills were put to immediate use.

“My first international rally was the Portuguese Rally of 1950 which I did 
with Geoff Imhoff in an Allard. We were going to win when the engine 
blew up on the last test and Ken Wharton took the lead. I competed 
in BMC cars many times and on the Monte I would not only drive 
but broadcast on the radio at certain pre-selected points. This gave 
the growing audience up to the minute information on the rally plus a 
feeling for what it was like to compete on the event. These were the 
days when there were many British entries on the Monte, some of 
whom started in Glasgow and then drove non-stop to Monte Carlo.”

“We developed the technique to the point where I made pre-
recorded broadcasts on a tape using a thing called a ‘midget recorder’ 
sitting on my lap. This device weighed a ton but it meant that I could 
pass the tape out of the window at controls to people who would 
then rush it to the studio to be broadcast while we carried on. I have 
been told by listeners years later, that they would stay up late at night 
for these broadcasts, even tuning in under the sheets in the dark 
if they were at boarding school! We took both the driving and the 
broadcasting very seriously but if there had been a problem, the rally 
had to come first.

I remember going over the Ballon d’Alsace on one Monte with Peter 
Harper driving. I’d just handed over to him and was recording a tape, 
talking about the way he was getting used to the snow tyres. We came 
to a corner much too fast and I was saying ‘Peter’s settling in on the new 
tyres, coming to a left hander and we’re not going to make it...’ Sure 
enough we hit the snow bank, reversed out and carried on. When the 
tape was broadcast the producer decided to finish with me saying ‘we’re 
not going to make it…’ and the listeners were left hanging. Did we go 
over the edge or not? Peter’s wife was furious about this as she heard the 
programme at home and was convinced we’d gone over the edge.”

In the early1960s many of the factory teams of the day lent Raymond all 
manner of Works machinery and BMC lent him a Works Mini Cooper 
for three successive Monte Carlo rallies from 1964 to 1966.

“The Works team cars were relatively standard and so BMC gave me 
a tuned car to try and win the class for modified cars as well. My best 
result was second in class which was pleasing. The work involved in 
those Montes was quite incredible. It was a 100 percent effort from 
everyone concerned. BMC were certainly not complacent. When the 
French disqualified us in 1966 I arranged the biggest party in Monte 
Carlo for all the British drivers and out two fingers up to the French! 
We didn’t get quite as much publicity from the disqualification as from a 
third win but we jolly well made the best of it.”

In 1964 BMC’s Chairman, Sir George Harriman, persuaded Raymond to 
become Director of Motoring Publicity for the Corporation. His brief 

Raymond drove for BMC on several occasions including on the 
infamous 1966 Monte Carlo Rally in which he and the other BMC 
drivers were all disqualified for a technical lighting infringement
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was to build up the image of BMC in order to fend off the possibility 
of a takeover by Donald Stokes at Standard-Triumph who was already 
seen as a threat. Of course the Mini featured large in those plans.

“I organized the first of the Mini festivals at Brands Hatch. We had 
‘Stuff a Mini’ to see who could get the most people in one; ‘Paint a 
Mini’ and parades of Minis and Mini racing to finish. When the Monte 
successes started we would book advertising space in advance, 
prepare the copy and even get photos of the competing Minis taken 
before the event so that we would be ready for whichever of our 
drivers won. It was not arrogance, it was standard practice and 
Dunlop and Castrol both did the same. When the Stokes takeover 
occurred in 1968 I was the first to be sacked. It was a pity as I thought 
I did rather well!”

“You could say with hindsight that BMC wasn’t the sharpest 
organization in the world. The blame for that was partly due to 
poor quality control and very strong anti-management unions in 
certain factories, but it was also due to Alec Issigonis’s attitude. He 
simply locked himself away in his ivory tower and refused to speak 
to the people from sales. George Harriman did not deal with him 
effectively, though it was obvious that the situation was dire. It was 
embarrassing to me being a friend of Alec’s from way back. Alec 
Issigonis was responsible not only for the success of BMC but also 
for its ultimate failure.”

Following his departure from BMC, Raymond pursued his broadcasting 
career as the first presenter of the award-winning science and 
technology programme Tomorrow’s World and as a commentator 
at the Farnborough Airshow as well as many other engagements. 
Throughout his rallying, broadcasting and publicity career, Raymond 
Baxter added to the glamour of the Mini Cooper and helped create the 
motoring legend that survives intact to this day.

Peter Barker

© Peter Barker 2018 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

BRYAN PURVES  
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 

T:  E:  

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include Interior Trimming and Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk  

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 

Trade Supporter
2018

bryanpurves1@gmail.com

Jacking Point Grommets Two Wheel Roof Racks to Works specification

Original Works unused Grill Mesh complete with new Radiator Muff and fittings

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday,  
Thursday 9.00 am  
to 5.00 pm

Irvin full harness seat belt

Raymond also competed in a Rover P5 with 
Ernie McMillen on the 1962 RAC rally

Although he started in radio broadcasting latterly he switched to 
television and became the principal presenter of Tomorrow’s World 
during the 1969s and ‘70s
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Given how the Mini in many of its forms has an ability 
to get under our skin and often form lifelong passions 

for the little blighters, I'm still a little perplexed when I flick 
through the UK classic car and motor sport mags to find high 
end dealers placing adverts for Mini Coopers with telephone 
number pricing. 

A recent Classic & Sports Car issue has a dealer listing a 
970 Mk1 S for a mere £84,995. That figure to me is way 
more than ample in pounds, let alone doing a conversion 
into the humble Aussie dollar. Also, from where I sit, it 
would want to have the most perfect history to back up the 
asking price. Is that a chuckle I hear? Indeed, they can ask 
these prices but whether they get them is another matter. 
What of course can happen is that everyone starts thinking 
their car must be worth that too, and the trickledown 
effect on the pricing of other Minis that may have slightly 
more humble origins. Because most Mini enthusiasts don't 

OLD STUFF − Stephen Dalton

BMC Australia weren’t big on running adverts for the early Mini 
Cooper. However, this one appeared in an Australian Motor 
Racing yearbook for 1963-64

Peter Burke’s still unrestored factory black BMC Australia 997 built and 
delivered to its first owner in 1964. Seen here in 1995 and still wearing its 
original registration mark

Former BARC official, Geoff Sykes, was lured to Australia to run Sydney’s 
Warwick Farm circuit. So he set up Club Member’s meetings just like in the 
UK. Here Kerry Rumble’s 997 leads John Suttor’s Jaguar at the August 1963 
AARC Member’s meeting

HWY 466 is the author’s own late 1963 BMC Australia-built 997 in Shadow 
blue with Nurburg white roof, seen here in the Victorian goldfield’s town of 
Maldon in 1985
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have wads of spare loot to join what appears to be a rather 
elite class, this supply and demand caper is a double edged 
sword really. 

So, whether we talk the United Kingdom, or Australia, 
pricing has certainly moved on since many of us started 
playing with Mini Coopers of all their varied types. Of 
course that upwards pricing trend is applied to the whole 
classic car market, not just Minis. However, there is 
amongst us the likelihood we started with Mini Coopers 
of one type or other that cost in the hundreds of pounds 
or dollars, perhaps found in the classifieds of a newspaper 
or the like. That sometimes would mean the car's fate was 
sealed if someone wasn't prepared to maintain what had 
become cheapish and cheerful motoring. Not the tens of 
thousands of the appropriate currency that someone with 
even a slight degree of foresight would think possible in the 
classic Mini world of today. Indeed the world marches on 
and I for one probably haven't to the same degree. 

My 1963 BMC Australia-built 997 cost a grand sum of 
Aus$850 in November 1982 in its almost entirely original 
condition. Mainly let down by a bit of tin worm (yes, 
Minis can rust in Australia’s varying climates too). Having 
been found amongst what was once a river of gold for 
the publisher of Melbourne's 'The Age' newspaper - their 
Saturday classifieds. Of course relativity to that time can 
be applied because it was a 'grand sum' for a first year 
apprentice. And plenty of coin would indeed be poured into 
what had been a 2 previous owner car. With the full 20/20 
vision hindsight provides, not one’s wisest economic decision. 
But hey, how many of us used economic and wise in the same 
sentence when we were younger? Any form of wisdom was 
still years off!

Despite being where all Cooper-Mini origins began and 
indeed a fairly rare car even in its day, the 997 Mini Cooper 
soon fell into the shadows of the Cooper S once that car 
was introduced and often this would lead to the casting 
aside of the 997 engine for some added zip from a larger 
engine once one could be sourced, be it for racing, rallying 
or even ‘for the fast lane’. Just like across the UK and other 
parts of the globe for that matter, BMC Australia joined in 
creating a sizeable slice of 997 Mini Cooper owners that 
rare opportunity of a road and race car in one small package 
if desired.

I hesitate to say young men of the day, because some cars had 
women owners, but it’s certainly fair to say that in the main 
young men of the early to mid 60s found the 997 an attractive 
proposition for an entry level into some competition and 
what often promised a bit of a hard life for the car. That’s 
what they were about and expendable as mishaps took place. 
They were certainly quick to become a pretty popular choice 
at race circuits or hillclimbs that inhabited the large expanse 
across Australia. And from their initial 1962 outings it was not 
uncommon to soon find 10 or so 997s making up a healthy 
proportion of a grid around the more populated circuits 
before there were stocks of the new kid on the block, the 
Mini Cooper S-type to up the ante. 

More than 50 years on since a 997 rolled off any production 
line, spotting Peter Burke's car at Historic Winton in May 
after a lengthy hiatus of not seeing the car made me a little 
reflective that without the success the original 997 helped 
generate, things would have been a whole lot different 
in the 1960s motoring world and motor sport. I can also 
be reflective that from around 2,800 997cc Cooper CKD 
(Completely Knocked Down) kits sent to Australia, some 
have survived the ravages of time and are now coveted 
enough that they cost a bit more than Aus$850 if you can 
find one. Usually now it involves surfing the net these days, 
because the rivers of gold that newspaper classified adverts 
once were have all but dried up. 

Stephen Dalton

September 1963 Warwick Farm entry list, that despite saturation 997 Mini 
Cooper and 850 Minis in the field were all beaten by the Firth Cortina. Adding 
to the insult the 997s were beaten by the more developed 850s of Jack 
Watson and Bruce Smith

BLG 998, despite what the numberplate states is identical to HWY 466. They 
share Car Numbers with just a handful of cars built between. This photo was 
taken at Sydney’s Minifest in 1991. It recently went to auction via Shannons in 
Sydney and realised Aus$45K! 



TECHNICAL TOPICS −

Some of you are still running Minis out there with original pre 1992 
heads which incorporate soft valve seats designed in the day for 

leaded petrol. I thought it would be useful to put a few notes together 
about petrol, why lead was added, then removed, and what effect it had 
on the cylinder head and in particular valves and valve seats.

Lead was added to petrol as an easy way of increasing the octane value, 
which in turn allowed higher compression ratios, more ignition advance 
leading to more engine performance. Lead added a coating to the 
engine combustion chamber and valve seats which cooled their surface 
preventing hot spots which could cause pre -ignition. The correct name 
for this lead additive was Tetraethyl lead.

However, lead has a down side, it is a poison. Lead fumes are absorbed 
in through the skin and in sufficient quantity can kill you. People living 
near motorways and major roads were particularly at risk of air born lead 
poisoning, from lead vapours contained within vehicle exhaust emissions 
which polluted the air. With an increase road traffic, governments came 
under pressure to clean up the air and one of their first targets was to 
reduce lead in petrol, then eventually ban it all together.

Until 1967 lead was blended at a concentration of one gramme per 
litre. However, growing concerns about the amount of lead entering the 
environment in the late 1960s and 70s led to legislation which progressively 
reduced the maximum permitted concentration of lead in petrol. The last 
mandated change came into force on January 1st 1986 when the maximum 
lead level was cut from 0.4 to 0.15 grammes per litre. A minimum lead 
content of 0.050 grammes per litre is required to prevent combustion 
chamber damage and in particular valve seat recession, according to Shell.

As the lead content was reduced, the amount of high octane hydrocarbons in 
the petrol blend was being increased to maintain the necessary octane rating. 
It is worth saying here that engine tuning data, SU needle recommendations 
and ignition timing for engines developed in the 1960s, may not be correct for 
today's fuels. It is always useful to have any old car engine checked on a rolling 
road to see if the engine is tuned for optimum performance with today's fuel.

Lead is a highly effective protective combustion lubricant so fuel companies 
initially started to produce alternatives. Lo leaded ‘four-star’ petrol (which 
was an interim alternative) was completely withdrawn from sale in 2000 
and the product that replaced it, Lead Replacement Petrol (LRP) went the 
same way in 2003, both because sales volumes by then were to low.

So what you may ask does lead do within the combustion chamber? During 
the combustion process the leaded salts in the fuel form a glassy liquid like 
layer between the valve head and seat, which acts as a cushion during valve 
closing, and lubricates the contact area as the valve shuffles about during 
closure, thus maximising heat transfer between valve and head. This last factor 
is where the reduced temperatures and pre-ignition benefit come from.

Without the lead additive, temperature within the combustion chamber 
rises and the hottest area is the exhaust valve and its seat. Metal at 
high combustion temperature of say 900 °C and above becomes plastic 
and soft. The exhaust valve seat, or sometimes the exhaust valve, will 
deform or recede into the valve port due to the constant pressure of 
the exhaust valve spring. Causing what is known as 'valve seat recession'. 
The solution is to insert hardened valve seats in the exhaust valve 
pocket to withstand these higher temperatures.

During the early 1990s I was involved in testing petrol additives that 
fuel and additive companies were developing. The purpose of these 
additives was to develop a product that would enable older engines with 
soft exhaust valve seats to run on unleaded or low leaded petrol without 
damage. Some additives worked, some did not, but most provided only 
a partial solution to valve recession.

Most of the time the exhaust valve did recess into the cylinder head 
Figure 1. However, sometimes the exhaust valve will also recess 
reducing the valve head thickness Figure 2. Apart from closing the 
tappet clearance, which in turn alters the valve timing, extreme valve 

recession will in fact keep the valve off the valve seat, which will lead to 
the valve burning out or its head dropping off.

Those with older Minis i.e. pre 1992, will have cylinder heads with what is 
known as ‘soft exhaust valve seats’. That is valve seats cut directly into the cast 
iron head material. After about 1992 Rover fitted hard exhaust valve seats. 
This was a hard insert fitted into the exhaust valve seats to prevent valve seat 
recession and be capable of running on unleaded petrol without recession.

The bench mark CEC (Co-ordinating European Council) valve 
recession test procedure used a Rover 1275cc 'A' series test engine 
without exhaust valve inserts, i.e. a soft head. For the test, the engine 
was run at max speed max load for 50 hours 24 hours per day, with 
periodic adjustment of tappet clearance. This is quite a severe operating 
condition but if you want to achieve valve seat recession this is the sort 
of test that is required, and if companies claim they have additives that 
provide a solution to valve seat recession, this is the test they need to 
pass to verify their product with any engineering credibility. 

Valve seat recession is dependent on heat and the hottest component in the 
combustion chamber is the exhaust valve and its seat. It follows that if a car 
is run around town or, say, gently driven below 50mph, for a Mini, there will 
be little or no valve seat recession because the combustion chamber and 
exhaust valve are relatively cool. However, if a car is driven for long periods 
on a motorway expect to see some seat recession. 50 hours running 
equates to 3,500 miles at 70mph, just enough to do the Minis to Monte run.

I bought my Mini in 1988 and stripped the engine down in 1994. I drove the 
car quite moderately as did the previous owner, and we both used unleaded 
petrol. So we could assume the car was driven for about 8-10 years on 
unleaded petrol. The exhaust valve seats had recessed some 1.00mm, and 
slightly worse on cylinders 2 and 3 which ran the hottest. I believe that any 
engine running on unleaded petrol with soft valve seats will see some valve 
recession over a period of time and I would say my engines valve recession 
experience would be typical of what could be expected. 

The maximum valve seat recession I saw on a valve seat recession test 
was 3mm and that was with an additive which was obviously was not 
very effective. No additive used during the 1990s provided complete 
immunity from this seat recession test. Which means if an engine is used for 
competition, or long motorway journeys, some valve seat recession can be 
expected, even with an additive, unless hardened seats are used.

We also tested lead pellets in the fuel line (which are still on sale) and 
when they failed to stop valve seat recession the company refused to 

By Richard Pengelly
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Leaded vs. Unleaded fuel

Figure 1

Figure 2
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pay for the test work. However, the Federation of British Historic 
Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC) do endorse a number of additives, See 
Figure 3, however I believe none of these additives guarantee to 
protect against valve seat recession.

There are retailers offering leaded petrol (specification equivalent 
to the old 4-star petrol). As well as being a member of the FBHVC, 
producers, importers and distributors of leaded petrol must hold a 
permit from the Secretary of State of Transport in order to comply 
with Motor Fuel (Composition and Content) Regulations 1999. I'm 
not sure how current the list is, but here are the garages, who I 
believe, can supply leaded petrol See Figure 4.

In conclusion, we can say there are a number of alternatives for those 
with soft seated unmodified engines such as; finding a garage that still 
supplies leaded petrol, add an additive but do not run the engine too 
hard, run unleaded fuel without an additive but then keep the speed 
below 50mph and check valve clearances regularly.

Richard Pengelly
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Trade Supporter
2018

Millers VSP-Plus (Manganese)

Supplier Millers Oils Limited

Address Brighouse,

West Yorkshire,

HD6 3DP

Tel: 01484-713201

Fax: 01484-721263

Web Site www.millersoils.net

Red Line Lead Substitute (Sodium)

Supplier Old Hall Performance Ltd

Address Burnsall Road,

Coventry

CV5 6BU

Tel. +44 (0)24 7671 7100

Fax +44 (0)24 7671 7400

Web Site www.redlineoil-europe.com

Castrol Valvemaster (Phosphorous)

Castrol Valvemaster Plus (Phosphorous)

Supplier Castrol Classic Oils

Address Wakefield House,

CAMBRIDGE,

CB24 4QZ

Tel: 01954-231668

Fax: 01954-231923

Web Site www.castrolclassicoils.co.uk

Figure 3

Anglo American Oil Company Ltd BH20 7QE 01929 551567

Dawson Engineering (Burley) Ltd* BH24 4EB 01425 402388

Nick’s Tyres CM15 9SB 01277 280329

Maple Garage HU11 4NA 01964 670392

Redhall Garage Ltd LE67 8HG 01530 222323

R E Mills Motor Engineers LE7 7NU 0116 230 2295

Renlut Properties Limited LL12 8DY 01978 352428

W Ganderton & Sons MK18 1AF 01280 813109

Stoke Row Garage** RG9 5QL 01491 680411

Park End Motor & Engineering Co. Ltd SE13 6TR 020 8697 2865

Esso Garage SG3 6JB

Platts of Marlow SL7 2NJ 01628 890909

H J Taylor WR12 7PL 01386 852338

Figure 4
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Abingdon Car-nival - 3rd Round of HRCR Mini Sport Mini Cup
By Louise Thomas - Mini Girls Rally Team

The return journey from the Isle of Mull was 982 miles and then Saturday afternoon 
we landed in Abingdon, and so did the sun. To say it was hot is an underestimation! 

3pm was noise testing, and in true Heidi form the summons came! “Louise! Mini 
in the queue now!” Yes! First in the queue - sorry gentlemen ladies first. And first 
to sign on despite Peter Ellerby and Ben Anderson running to try and beat us! No 
luck boys we did sign on before you!

Sunday morning, rally time, and there was a great atmosphere in the service area, 
with all Minis servicing in one area; 20 cars in total.
We settled into the first stage, no problems apart from the steam coming from the 
brakes all due to the ever increasing heat of the day. Stage 2 was going well until 
we had a disagreement with a tyre chicane, that lifted the Mini onto two wheels 
over a large cone, and we were extremely lucky we didn’t roll over! Even the 
marshals thought it was going to happen as they started to run towards us! But no 
back on four wheels and away we went, Heidi delivering the notes as if it never 
happened. We were happy to be at the end of the stage, with brakes smoking 
and a quick check to see we hadn’t left anything at the chicane, only a wheel arch 
hanging off, the response from us both was “PHEW! That was close!” 

Back in service and we were overheating, just like the Mini, we had knocked the 
tracking out to say the least, and in typical Mini Cup style other service crews as well 
as our own help to sort the Mini and get us back out in a straight line. Also during the 
event we had to adjust 2 big nuts on the clutch throw arm? And the Mini was throwing 
out water on every stage, the grille was taken off to try and let more air through. The 
heat was unbelievable! They say ladies don’t sweat they glow! Well that’s not true. It 
wasn’t just the Mini that needed additional water, dehydration was very close, poor 
Heidi had to walk to every control to book in as there was always a long queue at 
every stage start. Well done partner Heidi Woodcock. She said it was like that song 
from the Proclaimers; I would walk 500 hundred miles - and I think she did.

The rest of the stages went well, and then on the last stage we had a 360 spin 
when fighting with another competitor, but we made it and another rally done. This 
Resulted in our first award of the 2018 Championship 2nd in MC4 and 9th overall. 

Thank you to the team sponsors Mini Sport Ltd, Skyhook helicopters, Mini Cooper 
Register, Alsop Transport Services, Tunnock's, Ingelas Island, Steve Douglas, Mike 
Mcveigh and Barry McKenna.
Also a big thank you to Diddy Dave (Dad), Chris Woodcock, Lewis Peel, Michael 
Anderson, Jim Brindle, Kevin Keane and Ray Cunningham, for looking after the 
Mini and Crew.

Louise Thomas

Photos by Mini Girls Rally Team

COMPETITION
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Three Castles Trial 2018 - Duncan Wild - Car 15
By Duncan Wild

A chance meeting with Ian Crammond, Three Castles supremo, at 
Nigel Raeburn’s funeral led me to put in an entry for this year’s 

Three Castles Trial based in Llandudno. I’ve marshalled on many of the 
previous events which started the year I retired. The event has always 
appealed to me with a fabulous array of cars, a route through amazing 
scenery and some excellent tests. With a TR4 in the garage it seemed 
the ideal way to spend early June.

I spent much of May getting the TR4 (called Syd by its previous 
owner Mike Harrison) ready. A decoke, new exhaust system, Brantz 
instrumentation, retested fire extinguisher were some of the jobs. As 
the event neared I took Syd to a rolling road for a tune up, well more 
than a simple job as the new exhaust had upset the balance of the 
carbs. New needles in the SUs gained 20bhp but the distributor was 
seized in the engine, so timing was not perfect. I went for a test run 
with Steve Skepper, who was my navigator for the event, to check on 
the positioning of the rally instruments. The car was overheating so a 
new radiator was located in Birmingham and fitted on the weekend 
before the event. Unfortunately, on the Sunday afternoon a misfire 
developed and again it was getting hot. At this point I decided to roll 
out my regular steed, the Austin Cooper. Preparation was a quick 
fluid check and fitting new tyres. The car was as it finished the North 
Yorkshire Classic.

Steve arrived at my house on Monday afternoon and we departed 
for Llandudno. We were staying at my holiday home near Conwy. 
We completed the calibration route before an excellent meal at The 
Queen’s Head. Tuesday morning was scrutineering, that part was 
straight forward. Unfortunately, the rev counter developed a fault on 
the way to Llandudno. This was traced to a poor contact on the coil 
which the Brit Assist back up team fixed before we went to sign on.

The Three Castles route is all jogularity and special tests on private 
land covering 500 miles in three days. We had limited experience of 
this type of event, although the HRCR 30 event was similar and we 
were very successful on that event. We went to the training session 
for novices and newcomers; you never know what you’ll learn. It 
was like a KDMC event with Graham Raeburn giving the training 
and Matthew Vokes, who was responsible for the regularities on the 
event, supporting Graham. After lunch there was a prologue of 40 
miles, including a 14 mile regularity and special test. This went well, 
the Mini was in fine fettle and we soon got into the swing of this 
style of event with 0 penalties at the two timing points. The hillclimb 
at Gwrych Castle was a bit of fun (and time keeper gave us a time 
of 11 seconds but later changed to 1m03s.) We were fifth on the 
prologue which raised our hopes for the event. The welcome dinner 
was in Theatre Cymru on Tuesday evening with a driver’s briefing, 
emphasising that we must keep to the speed limits.

Emphasis on day 1 (Wednesday) was touring; day 2 was primarily 
regularities and day 3 special tests. As we lined up on the prom for 
our start time of 08.57 the sun was shining. The running order was 
based on the initial of the co-driver’s surname so Skepper put us 
near the end of the 66 starters. A quick trip took us to Bangor and 
two tests; the first at Penrhyn Castle was a blast down the estate 
road. The second was on the Faenol Estate, another blast down the 
estate road but this time after a tight section near the start. With 
the emphasis on touring we drove to the North side of the Lleyn 
Peninsular for a coffee halt at the Nant Gwrtheyrn Welsh Language 
Centre. The drive down to coffee was spectacular as was the view 
from the café.

We were to find that this was the lull before the storm. The first 
regularity of the event followed straight after the break and was 23.76 
miles long. Next was the Kart track at Glasfryn. We were second 
quickest behind the Lotus Elan of Graham Walker. Lunch was on the 
seafront at Cricieth. We had a second regularity after lunch then two 
further tests before a final short regularity over the Sychnant Pass. 
The day ended on the quayside in Conwy outside the smallest house 

in Britain where we had ice creams to cool down after 175miles in 
the Mini. Our day concluded with dinner at the Imperial in Llandudno 
and fourth place.
 

Day 2 started with a worry. As we turned into the garage for fuel there 
was a scraping noise from the car. A quick check with the Brit Assist 
crew before the start found play in the front wheel bearing but nothing 
drastically loose. As it was the regularity day I decided to carry on and 
fix the car in the evening. This time we were running fifth on the road 
with the other experts and started at 08.05hrs.

From the start we headed to the first regularity South of Colwyn 
Bay. This took us over the hills to Pentrefoeas on the A5. We lost 6 
seconds at the penultimate control on this section when we met a 
4X4 just before a layby we had to go through. We thought we had 
arrived at a control but it was only a collection of photographers. Just 
down the road we had a slot right followed immediately by a couple 
of quick turns through a gravel link road. We dropped 6 seconds, the 
worst of the day at the IRTC. After driving through Llangollen we 
climbed out of the valley for the second regularity of over 25 miles. 
This was rough in places but with an average speed of 10 mph in the 
roughest part there was no danger of damage. However, it’s difficult 
to keep the speed down and we collected a 6 second early penalty 
at the first IRTC. After coffee in Llanarnon it was more regularity 
motoring for 23 miles before a quick hillclimb into the lunch halt at 
the Lake Vyrnwy Hotel. The first regularity after lunch started in the 
hotel drive so being on private land we knew that the first control 
could be less than 2 miles from the start, and so it was.

Once again, the sun shone down on us as we crossed the open fells. We 
were lucky with the traffic and avoided any critical baulking. With consistent 
penalties averaging 1 second we were having a good day. The Trawsfynydd 
Ranges test could have cost us a good position. I’d only been there to 
autotest and had not seen the roads usually employed on the rallies. The 

Typical Rest Halt

Changing a front wheel bearing during the evening
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first part of the 1.3 mile test was quite a steep climb. We clocked 3m23 but 
the crew who finished behind us at the end clocked 2m52, only 1 second off 
the fastest time by Dermott Carnegie in the Mk 1 Escort. A final regularity 
took us to the final Time Control of the day at the Groes Inn, near Conwy 
for a well earned afternoon tea after another 175 miles.
 

Our evening wasn’t over. I removed the offending front suspension and 
headed to Chester where I fitted new wheel bearings while Cherrie 
made us a meal. It was all back on the car by 11.30pm ready for 11 
tests and 3 regularities on the final day.
 
Friday was overcast as we lined up fourth based on our position 
the night before. Looking around we were in the good company 
of many more powerful machines. Any success would depend on 
the design of the tests. Were they power or agility dependent? As 
it turned out there was a good balance of both. We faced 11 tests 
and to give Steve more to do we had 3 regularities. The leading two 
competitors, Dermot Carnegie and Paul Bosdet (Ford Escort) and 
Graham Walker and Sean Toohey (Lotus Elan) had a healthy lead 
but were battling closely between themselves. We were in a close 
battle for third place with the MGBGTV8 of Steve Farmer and John 
Gearing ahead of us and Peter Keel and Les McGuffog behind us in a 
Dolomite Sprint.

The first three tests were on the Great Orme. Each was a series 
of chicanes and stop boxes or lines. We dropped time on these to 
our closest competitors. Next was a test at the council offices at 
Bodrhyddan Hall. The MGB was quicker than us again extending his 
lead for third place. We lost further time on the climb to Mostyn Hall 
where we had another excellent coffee halt in splendid surrounding. 
One of the highlights of this event is the social side and the excellent 
rest halts. The next test was as we left Mostyn Hall and while we lost 
a second to the Dolomite, who was now ahead of us, we gained 18 
seconds on the MGB crew, I think they collected a penalty on the 
test. Tests 7 and 8 were very close between our group of three, The 
first regularity took us through the Clwyd hills and we pulled back a 
couple of seconds on the Dolomite and one on the MGB. It was going 
to be a very close finish. The final test was at the Glan-y-Gors Kart 
Circuit. Here we took 4 seconds off the Dolomite and 14seconds off 
the MGB and only 6 behind Dermot in his rapid Escort. Battle on.

Lunch was in the Marvellous Pale Hall near Bala. Time to adjust the 
clutch for the final push of two regularities and two tests. The next 
regularity was to have the biggest effect on the results. You have 
two jokers to play which reduce your worst lateness penalties to 5 
and 15 seconds. At this stage we had only gained 1 second with our 
joker so were in a healthy position if traffic was bad. We suffered our 
worst baulking at the first timing point. We caught up a farmer with 
trailer who almost stopped on a cattle grid within sight of the control. 
As he pulled into a parking area we squeezed through but were 7 
seconds late, the worst lateness of our week. The last regularity had 
a couple of twists at the end using clever routes round triangles. The 
last control was in a farm entrance and we dropped 5 seconds at 
this. The 8 seconds lost were looking critical. The MGB dropped 47 
seconds at the last control which was reduced to 5 with their Joker. 
The Dolomite was also held up before the penultimate control and 
lost 16 seconds. They had to take the hit as they had already used 
their jokers.

Finally, we had two tests to conclude the event. The first was in 
Kinmell Park, being marshalled by KDMC and HRCR members. There 

were lots of friendly faces to urge us forward and I took a second 
off the Dolomite and equalled the MGB’s time with fourth fastest. 
The last test was in the lower car park of Bodelwydden Castle. This 
was a typical Autosolo test using a couple of interlinked laps. We 
were warned about gravel in the central area and several crews had 
problems here. We had a brief moment but came out only 2 seconds 
behind the Dolomite to take third place by 4 seconds after three days, 
500 miles, 18 tests and 12 regularities. Steve was third on regularities 
overall and I was fourth overall on the tests. We finished second in 
class behind the Lotus Elan, taking the Best expert Award. Dermot 
and Paul won by 18 seconds from Graham and Sean.
 
It was an excellent event and a lovely way to see North Wales. I would 
like to dedicate our success to Nigel Raeburn, who introduced me to 
competitive classic rallying and was CLO on the Three Castles where I 
spent several days with him on the seafront at Llandudno. The Raeburn 
family were present on the seafront at the finish where Margaret 
welcomed us home.

Duncan Wild

Start of Day 3

A happy Mini and driver next to the winning Escort
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Beaulieu display cars

Once again we put out a very nice 
display of Ex-Works and Competition 
cars for our National Day. We were a 
little low on numbers this year - just 
twenty cars. We sadly lost four cars 
in the days leading up to Beaulieu. Pat 
Walker being unwell was planning to 
bring along two cars and we missed 
two others due to family issues. I was 
particularly disappointed that Richard 
Skidmore had to pull out, so we didn’t 
get to see his lovely 850 Works replica 
which I have yet to see in the metal 
– I’m sure he will make it next year. 

Nevertheless, many said it was a superb display. 

Our first display vehicle rather dominated our line up – this being 
the lovely Special Tuning transporter owned by Douglas Samuels and 
driven down from Lincolnshire. I’d not seen this transporter before 
and it was lovely to see it in its Special Tuning blue livery, rather than 
the red and white paintwork of the identical Works transporters 
of which we have seen several over the years. It was just a pity we 
couldn’t have a Works Mini in the back!

Ian Legg brought along his Cooper Car Co replica and accompanying 
Cooper Car Co van with the racer on a period trailer. Both together 
looked superb and every bit in a time warp. Continuing the Cooper 
Car Co theme, Mark Feetham had his replica there also looking very 
good and it has received some engine work and developments since 
we last saw the car. Then of course we had Mike Mark’s superb 
Cooper Car Co racer which is always a delight to see and hear. A 
brilliant car which is a credit to Mike’s engineering skills. The final 
‘racer’ was Richard Humphrey’s very attractive Britax replica race car 
– always a highlight for many.

We had just three Ex-works rally cars on display this year, Andrew 
Bond's superb YMO 886J, which behaved itself on its journey from 
London, due to little traffic on the road and then John Littman’s CRX 
90B which has finally been brought up to the standard he wanted for 
the ex-Potter car. The final Works car was John Macintosh’s LBL 590E, 
which John decided to bring along only a few hours before as he had 
planned to bring his brand new Works replica JBL 486D. Sadly, fitting of 
the doors – well getting them to shut with the door rubbers - beat him 

Robert Young
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just after midnight and so rather than let us down, he brought along his 
Works car instead, which is always good to see. Thanks for making it 
John. All three Works cars are a credit to their owners.

The first of the historic rally cars was Barbara Alexander’s Coburn 
Improvements Cooper S EBP 970C. This distinguished car has done 
three Montes and two Tulips and two Alpine rallies, and was rebuilt 
by Mike and Barbara for the first Minis to Monte event in 2004 and 
hasn’t been refreshed yet. Then in black and white paintwork, Philip 
Oldham brought along his very period car which did the 1969 and 
1970 RAC and since acquiring the car Philip has restored it keeping 
as much as possible – especially the bodyshell and this is the first time 
it’s been on our Beaulieu display.

We then come to the Works replicas, the first of which was my 1967 
Monte replica, BFX 404B, which turned a wheel, for the first time 
since Minis to Ireland in 2015, just a few days before Beaulieu. Having 
used BJB 77B for the last two years, being a 970 S, I’d forgotten just 
how well a 1275 goes by comparison! Ben and Patricia Webb brought 
their lovely restored DKG 2C all the way from Fife. Much as the car 
before looked great with its patina of age and use, the sympathetic 
restoration that Simon Drew carried out a couple of years ago, is a 
real credit to his skill and knowledge. Paul Eeles continues to improve 
and change his Works replica GUO 631D, striving to get it just right 
as a 1967 Monte replica. It was also good to see his Dad with him this 
year after an absence of a number of years. 

Lovely Special Tuning transporter of Douglas Samuels

Mike Mark’s delightful Cooper Car racer

John Littman’s Superb Works Mini CRX 90B
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Paul Burns brought his superb Works replica of ORX 76F over from 
Ireland and this too is another car built and prepared by Simon Drew 
for the car's previous owner – a lovely car. The final Works replica, 
belonging to Jan Pettersson, came over from France. Jan displayed his 
Mk2 Works replica CF-163-D-V, which is a 1968 Monte replica but 
is in left hand drive for the obvious reasons that he lives and drives in 
France – a nice car. 

We had a couple of FIA competition cars the first was Jim 
Partridge’s green and red Eddie Stobart car registered A13 GPN 
built by the Plant brothers. This car competed in no less than six 
international rallies between 1994 and 1997 and although now 

not in its first flush of youth, it still looks just right and I think a 
restoration would spoil the car. We then had a new car to the 
Register and that was the ‘Jungle Mini’ owned by Roger Agate. It 
has had a distinguished rallying career competing on the 2000 East 
African Safari and looks quite unique in its much decorated white 
paint work. Finally in the display we had the Special Tuning car MOX 
331F of Everett Jones. An interesting car with its almost unique 20 
gallon long range ST fuel tank.

L333 EJB

After being laid up for over nine years with a severely leaking engine, 
my 1994 Monte car is once again up and running. It was last used 
heading a line of Minis following the hearse at Steve Smith’s funeral. 
Having lost all of its fan blades minutes before we were due to 
depart, the engine proceeded to boil itself silly. The result was an 
engine with all of its rubber seals burnt and leaking oil profusely. A 
busy life, other cars and other things to do meant the car was pushed 
into the barn for a long rest! With our ‘Minis to the Alps’ entry in, I 
decided this would be the motivation needed to get the car sorted. 
Having used BJB 77B for the last two events, I fancied an engine with 
a bit more torque to climb the mountains this time – the 970 being 
somewhat hard work.

In truth, every time I opened the bonnet of the car, the myriad 
collection of wires, cables and connection (all mostly black) which 
I hadn’t the faintest clue what they did, meant the bonnet was 
promptly shut for another day. Finally, I had a fortunate breakthrough 
when talking to Philip Anning at Swiftune about my lack of knowledge 
of this complex car (well to me at least). Philip, when working at 
Bill Richards Racing, was part of the team that built this and rebuilt 
Paddy Hopkirk’s identical car and was happy to help. So he kindly 
volunteered to disconnect and haul the lump out with me in readiness 
for me to rebuild the engine. Needless to say, many photos were 
taken of everything when disconnected, which were also duly labelled 
for their ultimate reconnection.

Once stripped, the engine was found to be in good shape and 
not requiring a re-bore nor the crank regrinding. However, the 
clutch was wrecked as unfortunately was the Verto flywheel. 
The flywheel, vital for the pickup of the Weber Alpha system, 
would prove a headache to sort out as new items are no longer 
available. A new diaphragm with its back plate was unfortunately 
90 degrees out and so it became vital to keep the existing flywheel 
boss to ensure the correct orientation. The swapping of this 
and relocating the reluctor ring onto the correct position on 
flywheel was a worry. The flywheel was salvaged with a surface 
grind and the back plate pillars ground accordingly. All this was 
an engineering challenge, which fortunately Swiftune were happy 
to undertake for me. They also cleaned and honed the block, 
skimmed it and the cylinder head dead flat, polished and balanced 
the crank along with the ‘new’ flywheel set up. They also made 
the suitable modifications to allow the fitting of ARP head studs. It 

Ben & Patricia Webb’s superbly restored Works replica

Jan Pettersson’s Mk2 Works replica came all the way over from France

The Jungle Mini of Roger Agate which not many of us had seen before

Barbara Alexander’s trusty EBP 970C will once again tackle the 
Alps this year
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would have been nice to improve the head but this I was advised 
against by Swiftune, as to do so would mean the Weber Alpha 
ECU would need a re-map, which is now no longer a viable 
option, so we just settled for new set of valves.

Swiftune, at their new premises, are willing to undertake similar 
engineering work for those wishing to build their own engines and are 
happy to help and give advice where they can. They can also supply 
many of the parts needed from stock.

One other item that was also destined for the bin, which Swiftune 
were unable to help with, was the unique camshaft. This designed 
by Bill Richards specifically for this engine was made by Piper 
cam, and they were fortunately able to measure and replicate the 
cam within 24 hours - which was an amazing service.

Over a month or so the engine came together. The straight cut 
gearbox was stripped and treated to new bearings and bulk rings 
and I kept the 4.133 diff and upgraded to a four pin diff (rather 
that the far more expensive ATB) and a set of straight cut drop 
gears at the same time. Once it all came together, I asked Swiftune 
if they would be prepared to run-in the engine for me on their 
dyno, as the prospect, these days, of driving hundreds of miles 
to run-in a fresh engine was more than I could contemplate. The 
engine of course had to wait its turn in the queue, as Swiftune 
are always busy with the many race engines they are currently 
building. Run-in it was and after the customary period, it was 
power run up and a healthy 110 bhp seen on the dials, which I was 
delighted with.

Then came the difficult part of connecting this lot back into the 
car again. It had been over six months since it came out and a 
fading memory and lack of knowledge was concerning me greatly. 

Once again however, Philip Anning came to the rescue and over a 
couple of evenings the engine went in and all the many wires and 
connections were remade, fluids went in and oil pressure built up 
– it was time to fire it up. 

After a few moments of churning over, no life was found. A heart 
stopping moment. Time to stop and think. Philip quickly diagnosed 
that the plug leads needed reversing, which instantly produced life! 
Nevertheless, I really couldn’t understand why this had occurred as 
the leads and coil packs were all marked and connected correctly. 
Then it dawned on Philip that all that had happened was the two 
main leads to the coil packs had inadvertently been swapped. Once 
reversed, the plug leads went back to their rightful home and all 
was well. A quick look around to see all was as it should be and it 
was up the road for a quick road test – and here is the beauty of a 
dyno run-in engine – once all was warm, it was full bore and I was 
delighted with its performance.

I need to thank Nick Swift at Swiftune for their engineering services 
that he was happy to supply and for Philip Anning for his knowledge 
and expertise in getting the engine in and out and making this very 
complex set up work so well. Without both of them, I feel the car 
would be languishing in the barn still waiting for me to pluck up the 
courage to attack it. Thanks guys.

Robert Young

Swiftune’s engineering facilities that most home buildings don’t have

My engine had to wait its turn for running in

the engine on its way back in

A very complex engine that was beyond my level of experience
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Cooper S Mk 1 Register
 

Thanks to Neil Preston (Austin) and 
Per de Blanck (Morris) for making their 
cars available for the Mk 1 S Register 
display at short notice. Neil has owned 
his car, JFK 464C, for more years than 
he would like to admit, having first 
purchased it back in the year of the 
long hot summer of 1976. He sold it in 
1989 and then bought it back again a 
couple of years later and they’ve been 
together ever since.

I actually got to drive Per’s car to the 
event after my own vehicular plans 
were thwarted by petrol leaks. Despite, 
or perhaps because of, my substituting 

the original standard front seats for a pair of the factory optional Mk 
2 recliners, Per won the coveted John Kelly Commemorative Trophy 
for his car and I travelled there and back in relative comfort. The level 
of grip from the old school style Dunlop SP Aquajet tyres on 3½” S 
rims took me back a few years, but the one hundred and thirty plus 
miles cross country trip each way, was completed with hardly an ache 
or pain from my aged back.

After my words last month about the poor detail of reproduction 
parts, I had an email from a frustrated member about Mk 1 door 
cards and I will call him John to protect his identity. The current 
offerings are actually bigger and thicker and therefore stiffer than the 
originals. They are taller by about 8mm or 5/16” for those who live 

Simon Wheatcroft

life in imperial measurements. Now 8mm may not sound much to the 
ladies, but when it is a man trying to fit a door card into a Mini door 
bigger and stiffer is most definitely not what you need and matters 
get even worse when trying to remove one of these door cards. John, 
fortunately, had fitted his door cards the correct way up, you would 
I think be surprised how many people don’t, who then needed to 
remove one to adjust the fit of the door which is partly done via the 
nuts on the back of the hinges, two of which live behind the door 
card. John’s answer was to peel back the vinyl, saw off 8mm, and then 
re-glue them. As he says “That works but why didn't they get it right 
in the first place?” Good question.

More on engine number tags; I wasn’t expecting a huge response 
but there was a nil return to my request for pictures of early engine 
tags but then one popped up on ebay thrice times still attached to its 
original block. This was engine number 9F/SA/Y 31118 which was in 
exactly the same format as 9F/SA/Y 31203 with the small SA which 
was not reverse stamped like the rest of the characters. The ebay 
seller was not forthcoming about a request for a decent picture of the 
tag as it was being offered as part of a DIY Cooper 1275 S kit which 
consisted of the engine, speedometer, old style RF60 log book, a later 
vintage hydrolastic Mk 1 Mini automatic shell and not much else. 

The seller was also claiming the car was originally “built with revised 
colour scheme later to be introduced by BMC for the 1965 models 
and is the first of its kind”. The revised colour scheme referred to 
was Tweed grey/OEW and, as is almost inevitably the case when 
people make a claim such as this, it was not the first 1275 S built in 
that colour scheme and, as the colour was introduced in late April 
1964 on the 1071S, it was hardly a 1965 introduction. Despite having 
previously seemingly been sold for £8,070 and then £12,210 the DIY 
kit was finally bid to £16,275!

A nice pair. The Mk 1 S’s of Neil Preston and Per de Blanck enjoy 
the Beaulieu sunshine

An original card with rust staining is in front of the reproduction 
and you can see the difference in height

Original engine tag with the unusual format of / SA /. 
Unfortunately a better view of this was not available

A better view of a similarly formatted / SA / tag
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Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

Well, Beaulieu was a scorcher, once 
again the ‘gods’ had been kind to us 
and with that there was a vast array 
of many interesting Mini Coopers and 
S types, in particular the Coach built 
Mini display was fantastic and many 
thanks for sharing your cars for all to 
see. Not too many MK1s to be seen at 
the show however, I did seem to have 
many conversations with a number of 
members who are still in the progress 
of restoring their cars, so it would 
appear to be a common theme.

The two cars for the register display 
were supplied by Stan Gibbs with his 

Morris 998 finished in Almond green with an Old English white roof 
and Phil Duke with his Austin 998 finished in Pageant blue with an Old 
English white roof. Both these owners are good supporters of the club 
and regular attendees at various shows and events. Phil has been a club 
member for many years and his Cooper is one of the first to be added 
to the MK1 register, despite not being a conventional BMC colour, it 
has been Pageant blue for as long as I can remember. It is rather an 
original car as well as being fitted with period accessories. This car in 
previous years had also been awarded the ‘John Kelly’ award; for those 
not familiar with this award it is presented to a MK1 car at the Beaulieu 
show for a car that the late John Kelly, former Mk1 and S registrar, would 
have wanted to take home with him. Stan’s car again, quite an original 
specification car in Concours condition, and the only real modification is 
the fitting of Cooper S 7.5’’ disc brakes. Now quite a common sight on 
Mk1 Coopers as parts for the 7’’ disc set up are difficult to find, albeit 
that the discs have been re-made, but the callipers and drive flanges have 
not. Many thanks to both for supporting the MK1 register.

There was success in the Concours arena for Peter Gibson and his 
freshly restored 1961 997 Cooper registered 5661 DD. This Almond 

Talking of Tweed grey/OEW cars, the one that kicked off the, as some 
see it, madness of the £50,000+ Cooper S is back up for auction. 
The car in question is a January 1965 built 970 S registered CBK 99C 
which was, you might recall sold at the Historics at Brooklands auction 
in March 2017 for £56,000 including buyers premium; a figure that 
confounded many, especially those that have driven a standard 970 S.

It has been entered in the Bonhams Festival of Speed auction at Goodwood 
on July 13th; will that be a lucky date for seller? The estimate is £50,000 to 
£60,000 and should those figures be correct, there won’t have been a lot of 
profit in it for the seller, but if the 970 S cachet works its magic, as it clearly 
did last time, who knows where it might end up pricewise?

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

CBK doesn’t seem to have changed much since its last auction 
appearance in 2017

Nice comfortable seat for the driver, less so for the passenger

A single tank rear end on a Cooper S disproving the often stated 
fallacy that all Cooper Ss had twin tanks. The boot badges are 
rather on the high side

The Beaulieu 2018 Mk1 Register display

Stan Gibbs with his Cooper on the Mk1 Register display
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Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Arranging accomodation, faffing 
around with a trailer (yes I know) 
and a seven hour journey to get 
there, is it really worth it? I’m of 
course talking about our National 
day at Beaulieu, and having just 
returned I can say without a doubt it 
certainly is!

We decided to make a long weekend 
of it this year, travelling down on Friday 
afternoon (a mistake), and returning 
on Monday, (a good idea), it took 
virtually half as long to get back. The 
idea was to trailer the Mini down then 
use it over the weekend around the 

area. I decided to take the Vortz Formula R this time, a great car for 
blatting around the Forest and for a pilgrimage to the home of Vortz 

Nick Hunter

green and Old English white Austin was one of the last cars to come 
off the production line late in December 1961. Our fellow Hampshire 
Region MCR member brought along his car to the regional meet just 
before Beaulieu and what a superb job Peter has done of it. It was good 
to see an original brake intensifier fitted and working. Fellow 1961 car 
owners at the meeting agreed that they were next to useless which 
is probably why within a few months into 1962 they were deleted. 
Anyway, back to Beaulieu, not only winning his class but Peter also won 
the ‘John White’ cup so he was very pleased driving home with much 
silverware. Well done and the hard work was worth it - enjoy your car.

That’s all for this month,

Barbara Alexander

Peter Gibson with his Beaulieu Concours winning car

Great to see such interesting cars at the show

in Romsey. It’s also 30 years since this car was last seen at Beaulieu so 
it seemed fitting.

After last year’s ‘Mk11Fest’, this year’s event was pared back to 
normal with two cars forming the Mk11 S display. First we had Sid 
Malik with SMO 666G, which will be familiar to most as previously it 
was Dennis Triton’s old long termer. As mentioned a few reports ago, 
this is a mildly modified car with a Tilling wind up window conversion 
and what appears to be an Elf/Hornet chrome waist trim dividing the 
Snowberry white roof from the lower Sandy beige body. The original 
buff logbook for this car describes it as a Radford De Ville, but a chat 
with coach built registrar, Steve Burkinshaw, reveals it to be more 
likely a rare Tilling De Ville conversion. I recall Dennis and more 
recent owners of SMO raving about this cars performance. Sid drove 
the car down from London on the Sunday and confirms that it’s on 
road performance is still spectacular! 

The second display car was Adrian Adams and Phil Richards’ Island 
blue and Snowberry white Austin OOU 277G. You may remember 
this car from earlier in the year as the car originally owned by 
the Governor of Bermuda who was tragically assassinated in the 
early 1970s. This was the car’s first outing since completion of its 

Formula R takes a breather near Beaulieu

Sid Malik and the rapid SMO 666G
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restoration. I say completion, but I don’t think Adrian and Phil will 
mind me saying that I had to wait to take photos of the car whilst 
they finished attaching the upper door chromes! There’s dedication 
for you. The car was painted 20+ years ago in a familiar long term 
restoration story, but has held up well with just a few minor storage 
marks to sort. The attention to detail is impressive, with Adrian and 
Phil keen to get the car exactly as it left the factory. 

Thanks to Sid, Adrian and Phil for bringing their cars, they made 
for a great display and created a lot of interest throughout the day. 
Elsewhere the highlight for me was the display of coach built cars, a 
fantastic array of Mini limos from the 1960s and it was hard to pick 

Phil Richards and Adrian Adams with the completed (just!) OOU 277G

Liam Beattie’s car RTR 57G makes the trip to Beaulieu

my favourite as each is so unique. The ‘Trunk Trading’ area was really 
busy with some great period parts and NOS on offer, the Mini parking 
area had some very nice and familiar Mk11 Ss in attendance (see 
pics). Mix in the usual high quality trade stands, big crowds and great 
weather and you had the recipe for a great day out. Roll on next year, 
Mini 60, excited already.

Graham W Robinson contemplates the sale of his long term owned 
car APD 90H

Neil Anderson and the equally legendary EVW 220G
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Finally, I’m often amazed by the sheer number of cars and quantity of 
parts that Register members own. Whilst talking to Sid at Beaulieu he 
mentioned his own impressive collection of BMC cars and parts. The 
one item that really did grab my attention was the casual mention of a 
new old stock (NOS) bodyshell. This was bought by Sid’s father from 
British Leyland back in the 1970s to re-shell a badly damaged Mk1 
Mini. The re-shell never happened and the shell has remained with 
Sid. The photos here show this to be a standard Mk11 shell, and with 
the reintroduction of the Heritage Mk1 shell it would be interesting 
to make a comparison.

Very original Snowberry white car NVG 471H

Smart looking Island blue early Morris TPE 499F

Until next time

Nick Hunter 

NOS (New Old Stock) Mk11 shell lurking at the back of Sid 
Malik’s storage unit

Cooper Mk 2 Register

Wow! What a scorcher. If you were at Beaulieu you will know what I 
mean. When I arrived at 8:30am the place was buzzing. After a quick 
look around and reporting in, I managed to have a few words with Bart 
Theelan, a Mk 2 owner from Holland. Bart has been coming to Beaulieu 
for many years selling parts to clear a space in his garage so that he can 
complete the restoration of his car. I noticed he did not have so many 
parts for sale this year and I asked him if his garage clearance was nearing 
completion. He said it was but there were still a few more items to go. 
He also said with any luck he might be able to get back to the restoration 
early next year and there might be a slim chance of bringing the car to 
Beaulieu in June. If he can, it will be good to see but I’m sure there will be 
a few items in his boot for sale as old habits die hard.

Pete Britton and Simon Banting had volunteered to represent the Mk2 
Cooper Register and brought along their Morris and Austin variants 
SDD 479G and UMO 999G for the display. You may recall I gave 
Simon a mention in my May report and hoped to see his car in the 
metal at Beaulieu. I thought it looked good in the photos and I was not 
disappointed when I saw it. If you were at the show I hope you had a 
good look at it too. Pete has displayed his car a few times at Beaulieu and 
I am pleased to say it is looking as good as ever. If you are considering 
a restoration project of your own, I hope you took some pictures of 
Pete’s car. Pete carried out the restoration himself a good few years 
ago and it’s still looking good. Under the bonnet it’s all standard with all 
the identification plates in the correct place for the year. Even the body 

Graham Robinson

Beaulieu Mk2 Cooper Display with owners Pete Britton  
and Simon Banting
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number on the slam panel is good to see. So many thanks to Pete and 
Simon for bringing their cars along for all to see. Cheers!

In the limited time available I managed to take an early look along the 
one make car parking and was pleased to see a reasonable turnout of 
Mk2s - eight in all. All locked up with no owners about except one, 
Kingsley Rimmel and his car registered, VLA 196G, a Morris, or was it? 
Sitting behind the car was a young lady who turned out to be Kingsley’s 
daughter. Further down the line was James Bayliss’s Almond green 
monster. I hope you had a look at that car. Such a neat installation! The 
only car I did not recognise was RKK 836G a Tartan red Morris with a 
For Sale notice. If you are/were the owner I would like to hear from you.  
To my surprise there are not too many Tartan red cars on the register 
but one of them is owned by one of our Essex Region members. 

Having owned the car for 30+ years he thinks it’s time the car found 
a new home. There’s no urgency to part with the car so if you are 
interested send me an email.

With all this sunny weather we are having at the moment, I am sure 
you are taking advantage of it and piling on the miles in your cherished 
motors and attending shows or road runs. Whatever it happens to be, 
I would like to hear about it. So drop me an email with some pictures 
of you and your car enjoying the sunshine.

Well, that’s it for this month. Beaulieu has come and gone and a great 
success it was too. 

Until next month.

Happy Coopering.

Graham Robinson 

James Bayliss’ engine bay

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

Well, despite the good weather the 
turnout of Mk 3 Ss at Beaulieu was 
rather disappointing to say the least. It 
was good to see APP 539J in the metal 
though. This is a factory black car built 
in July 1970 but originally supplied 
by John Sprinzel and registered as a 
Morris which came up for sale about 
a year ago. It having had one owner 
from new and been registered 20 
HUE for a number of years. I had 
the chance to try out the Wood & 
Pickett supplied leather trimmed 
Microcell seats it had fitted and very 

comfortable they were; certainly a Simon Wheatcroft

great improvement over the standard BL offering of the time. 
Interestingly, the rear pockets had been cut back to give more room 
for the seats although it didn’t really seem to be required. I think the 
only other Mk 3 Ss that I spotted in attendance were JLX 6K and 
YKR 318J although several owners were there without their cars.

APP with a J suffix is a sequence of registration numbers used for 
cars that have been re-registered. There are a couple of other APP 
registered cars on the Mk 3 S register, APP 214J which was seen at 
the Blyton Park Mini event earlier this year, and APP 173J which was 
spotted on the track at Castle Combe a couple of years ago.

APP 214J is a July 1970 built car that was originally Bronze Yellow 
and registered JH 125 as an Austin. It was later registered NVX 
768J. It presumably had another registration applied to it before it 
became APP 214J. The car is currently green and white.

APP 539J was in the Coachbuilt line up at Beaulieu

Nicely patinated leather seats

Seen at Blyton earlier this year APP 214J
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APP 173J at speed on the track at Castle Combe

APP 173J is a March 1971 built car that may originally have been 
Flame red. It was registered as an Austin carrying the number GLK 
507J which was a London (North West) plate. It lived in the Hemel 
Hempstead area for a time when it was red and white. As far as I 
am aware it is now painted Harvest Gold.

SBN 254J which has been mentioned a couple of times recently, 
continues to seek a new owner and is now priced at £19,995. It was 
recently on a website called Barn Find Classics that I hadn’t heard 
of before. I think I would take issue with their description of “very 
original” given its previous rally history, change of colour, fitting of a 
large fabric sunroof and lack of Cooper S engine.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

Rover Cooper Register

I would like to start by thanking Paul 
Green, Graham Clarke and Peter 
Selby for the use of their cars for the 
Rover Cooper display at Beaulieu. 
I will leave the reports elsewhere 
in this magazine to convey what 
a fabulous day it was, and all due 
credit to Tony Salter and his team of 
volunteers for their organising and 
marshalling skills, that brought the 
whole event together seamlessly. Well 
done to all of you.

Mystery Q-Car Explained

Following on from my comments 
and pictures about the 998cc John Cooper conversions in June’s 
issue of CooperWorld, I received an email from MCR member 
Peter Hughes enclosing details of his mother’s 1989 Mini. A true 
`Q-car’, the performance conversion it featured had all of the 
attributes of one of John Cooper Garages’ finest, right down to 
the traces of blue paint on the cylinder head. Except it wasn’t a 
John Cooper conversion at all, but one carried out by Janspeed 
Engineering Ltd themselves. 

For the benefit of our younger members, Janspeed Engineering 
was founded in October 1962 by János (Jan) Ódor, a refugee of the 
Hungarian Revolution of 1956. Having spent his first years in Britain 
working as an apprentice for Downton Engineering, it wasn’t long 
before he moved on to set up in business on his own. The company 
he started more than five decades ago has built a solid reputation 
in the field of automotive performance tuning and, in particular, 
exhaust technology.

John Parnell

When John Cooper was developing his 998cc Mini performance 
conversions in the latter half of the 1980s, it was Janspeed he turned 
to for the cylinder head work and exhaust systems. That success 
lead to the continued association when the 1275cc John Cooper 
conversions were first announced in March 1991.

998cc stamping found on a 
Janspeed conversion

998cc stamping found on a John 
Cooper conversion
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The Janspeed modified cylinder heads supplied to John Cooper 
Garages (JCG) were all stamped with the ‘Cooper’ name. However, it 
is now evident from Peter Hughes’ mother’s car that where Janspeed 
themselves carried out and engine conversion, the cylinder head 
was stamped with their own name. The two pictures here show the 
markings on two individual 998cc conversion cylinder heads. Both 
have been prepared by Janspeed except the one stamped ‘Janspeed 
UK Unleaded’ is off a Janspeed conversion car, the other, stamped 
‘Cooper Unleaded’, is from a JCG conversion carried out at Ferring. 

Incidentally, the Janspeed conversion carried out on Peter Hughes’ 
mother’s car cost £1,342.91, compared with £1,286.77 for the John 
Cooper equivalent. 

John Cooper S works

By 1997, the phenomenal success of the John Cooper performance 
conversions could no longer be confined to the Ferring dealership 
premises. Too many Minis passing through the busy workshop 
meant that the Honda franchise business was in danger of becoming 
secondary. Warehousing space for the performance tuning and other 
bespoke Mini work was also urgently required. And looming large 
on the near time horizon was another major event that would truly 
reshape the company…

BMW had unveiled their new MINI on 8th September 1997 at the 
Frankfurt Motor Show and the plan was that the new car would 
commence production at Cowley in 2000, thus dovetailing nicely 
with its outgoing predecessor. We now know, of course, that 
BMW’s planning for the new MINI was optimistic by several months: 
production did not commence until late April 2001 with the launch at 
the beginning of July that year. 

For John and Michael Cooper it was essential that they set up a whole 
new operation devoted solely to Mini and future MINI business. The 
new premises at 3 North Lane, East Preston were just three miles 
away from Ferring and became fully operational in October 1998.

That event was also the springboard for the ‘S works’ brand (yes, it 
is a small ‘w’) and was the name given to the 1999 limited edition 
John Cooper conversions created in celebration of the 40th 
anniversary not just of the Mini itself, but also the success of John 
and Charles Cooper’s racing cars winning their first Formula One 
World Championship, a feat repeated in 1960. As 1998 came to a 
close, these S works cars were expected to be the very last of the 
conversion line and this possibly accounts for the reason why they 
boasted an unprecedented 90 bhp, and a level of refinement befitting 
the ultimate production offering from John Cooper Garages. 

The 24 page brochure supporting the new car, and the switch to 
East Preston, was published in the summer of 1999. Featuring the 
Anthracite / Old English White ‘S5 WKS’ on the cover, the content 
demonstrates a highly professional business that had come a long 
way since the promising UK launch of the 998cc Mini Cooper 
performance conversion in June 1989.

Page 2 of the brochure introduces the reader to the racing history 
of the Cooper Car Company, how the name became linked to the 
Mini and the resurgence of the Mini Cooper name under Rover in the 
1990s. Page 3 reminds us that just 250 S works cars will be produced 
and sold worldwide with Michael Cooper emphasising: “This is the last 
engine conversion; this is as far as it goes. We now have the maximum 
power that can be produced without major transmission mods!”
 
Pages 4 & 5 provide details of the S works specification including 
a summary of the engine modifications. The performance of the 
standard S works conversion was:

90 bhp @ 6000 rpm
0 – 60mph: 8.92 secs
Max speed: 101 mph
Overall fuel consumption 37.5 mpg

Four options of S works variant were available:
 - Standard factory car with S works conversion, £12,495;
 - S works with the Rover Sports Option Pack, £12,995;
 - S works with the 5 Speed Jack Knight gearbox, £14,150 
 - S works 5 Speed with Rover Sports Option Pack, £14,959

(Note: As of 1st April 1999, a standard factory Rover Mini Cooper 
was priced at £9,630 and one with the Sports Option Pack was 
£10,505. Both prices are ‘on the road’).

Pages 6 & 7 detail the existing Cooper S Touring and Cooper S Sport 
5 options priced from £11,595 to £13,650.

Pages 8 & 9 takes us through the retro conversions from 1990 
onwards and the new 1999 conversion kits. The latter were only 
available for Mpi Mini Cooper models and only as a ‘supply and fit’ 
option at John Cooper Garages.
 
Pages 10 & 11 showcases the bespoke Cooper specials like the Mini 
Limo produced for the 1997 Frankfurt Motor Show, and the handling 
and suspension kits including brake upgrades and steering wheels.

Pages 12 & 13 illustrate the choice of leather interiors, including door 
and quarter panels, plus the top and lower dash rolls. Leather colour 
choices were:

Black 
Horizon Blue
Cumulus Grey
Porcelain Green
Tartan Red
Stone Beige

Cover of the 1999 John Cooper brochure

The S works conversion kit in component form
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Pages 14 & 15 are headed up ‘Alloy & Stainless’. Aside from the usual 
alloy door furniture and pedal sets etc, 1999 introduced the stainless 
steel dashboard and door cappings all with a classic hand-turned 
finish. The dashboard price was £645.00p, supply and fitted only, the 
door cappings were £293.75p.

Pages 16 & 17 are devoted to walnut interiors (including door 
furniture) and car accessories. The latter includes an electric fabric 
sunroof, carpet mats, an electric radio aerial, sump guard, halogen 
headlamps, additional fog and spot lamp kits, bonnet stripes and rear 
wash wipe.

Pages 18 to 21 carry the title of ‘Accessories for you’. All of them 
‘Cooper’ branded, the range covers all manner of personal items, 
from Frisbees to vacuum flasks, coffee mugs to umbrellas, key rings 
to window stickers, artist prints to yo-yos, books to Zippo lighters, 
Cooper model cars to watches, CD carry cases to Swiss army 
knives, and business card holders to tax disc holders.

Pages 22 & 23 are devoted to ‘Cooper’ branded clothing plus a 
multiple-pocket document case with a handle and shoulder strap.

S works ‘turned’ stainless steel dashboard and other interior 
features. Note the red carpet 

Registrar’s Comments

As is evident from the above, S works Minis came in more than one guise; 
some based on the pure factory car, others with the Sports Option Pack 
or either variant with a 5 speed gear box. They are all different in their 
handling and driving style, so if you are looking to buy one, then make 
that decision based on the one that suits your anticipated use best.

The 1999 brochure was JCGs last major publication devoted to 
the classic Mini. By comparison, the Special Edition publication of 
2000 was a four-page edition devoted to marketing the final 50 John 
Cooper conversions.

Through reviewing these brochures it has become evident that the John 
Cooper brand was more than just about tuning and selling great cars, 
it also embraced fashion and lifestyle. It was the efforts of John Cooper 
that brought us the Mini Cooper legend in 1961. Nineteen years after 
the original car’s demise, the same man, aided by the vision of his son, 
Michael, gave the ageing Mini a whole new lease of life, earning it an 
enthusiastic following by a new generation most of whom were either 
not born or too young to have driven the car in its 1960s heyday. 

For Rover, who were very reluctant participants to the notion of 
reintroducing the Mini Cooper in the first place, the persistent efforts 
of a small proprietary garage business on the south coast of England 
evolved into a marketing executive’s dream. For students of marketing, 
it is an excellent case study, in not only how to revive the fortunes of an 
ageing product, but to also build a valuable world-recognised brand that 
accounts for a lot of the BMW MINIs sold today. 

Until next month…

Enjoy the August Bank Holiday

John Parnell

Model Cooper cars were a popular option

The S works Mini Cooper was launched at the new East Preston 
premises in October 1998

RSP Cooper Register

June was a very busy month for me and 
my red RSP but I also managed to get 
my black RSP S prototype, H110 MOF 
back on the road for the first time since 
it was displayed on the MCR Stand at 
NEC 2016. 

The 2nd June was a long drive with 
Paul Cooper in his red RSP S to the 
Italian Job Charity Track Day at the 
Top Gear circuit in Dunsfold. So it 
was another tick next to a circuit 
driven. Well done to Jon Spriggs and 
his team for organising it.

The weather for Beaulieu was excellent and starting from home at 
5.30am the long journey was a pleasure, with very little traffic on 
the A43, M40 or A34. You can’t beat an early morning drive in a 
Mini especially an RSP S. The two RSPs on the arena display were 

Roger Hunt
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Then on the 23rd June I was again with Paul Cooper as we were 
invited by Tanya Field to the MINI Plant Oxford Family day, where 
we were joined by fellow Italian Jobbers on a stand to promote the 
event. Yet another great day out for our RSPs. 

I recently put Russ Swift in contact with Alastair Vines to source 
production details and build dates for his unregistered convertible RSP S 
VIN no. 0001 and I’m pleased to say that Russ has enough info to get a 
1990 registration number for his car and soon have it on the road I hope. 

Finally, a reminder that I need commitment for the Stanford Hall Mini 
show if we are to have an RSP stand there.

Roger Hunt

Lorraine Hampson’s stunning black standard car and Des Lavery’s 
red car with JC S pack.

It was always going to be difficult to match last year’s RSP Register 
stand with the Press Cars in attendance, but there were several RSPs 
dotted around the show, including a new car to the Register.

The RSP display was dominated by red cars again, but only four 
accompanied by one black one. Beaulieu is a top event when the 
weather is kind and it was very kind this year. It’s a great social 
gathering too. 

A great day out on the Italian Job Track Day

The RSP Register Stand 

At the MINI plant Oxford family day

Lorraine Hampson’s black RSP with Des Lavery’s red RSP

A new RSP Cooper to the Register

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

I was delighted and impressed when 
over twenty coach built Minis and 
Coopers attended this year's Beaulieu 
in June. Special thanks must go to Nev 
Smyth and Tony Salter for arranging this 
unique one-off display. Many thanks 
also to the coach built car owners 
for bringing their cars from far and 
wide which included Liverpool, North 
Yorkshire and Dublin. The latter being 
the furthest travelled, sorry if any other 
owners travelled further and have not 
been mentioned! 

With the old tradition of coach 
building the Beaulieu line up of cars 

portrayed a wide range of body modification, colour schemes and 

Steve Burkinshaw
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luxury interiors which stood out from the average DIY attempted 
modifications on Minis at the time. To top things off a famous coach 
builder’s name and a car's history always adds a finishing touch. I 
was particularly pleased that several cars in the display were either 
in a state of restoration, not complete or ' as found' condition. That 
was very much the case with one particular car, a 1965 Morris 

Colin Baines’Fibre glass Broadspeed with Ian Williams’ 1967 W&P 
Cooper S next to it

Peter Sissons’1965 Radford Deville first owned by Lord &  
Lady Sherborne

Cooper S 1275 owned by Fred Walters of Nippy Cars who trailered 
the car to the event. Fred explained that a customer instructed 
Radford in early 1965 to develop a utility vehicle to carry his Mini 
in the back. This vehicle was then appropriately christened the 
'Carabus.' It had the facility at the rear of a hydraulic tail lift in order 
to transport the owner's Mini Cooper in the rear. Fifty three years 
on, similar methods are used to carry Smart cars by their owners 
to go travelling in their SUVs. Fred located the car in Sheffield and 

1970 Mk3 W&P tribute replica of well known Margrave 5 OMAR

Ken Hughes’ superb W&P Margrave has less then 10K on the clock

Fred Walters’ ultra rare early Radford hatchback as found

Donnie Farago purchased this time warp W&P GT just weeks 
before the show unused since 1991
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it still has a Sheffield registration number plate which is one digit 
different from the number plate that the Carabus had but which I 
understand no longer exists. This is a great pity as the duo together 
would have been quite special to see. 

The car's original owner and driver was disabled and this is 
demonstrated by the ‘information’ signs that are still attached to the 
bodywork of the Mini. I assume that the hatch back adaptation was 
for the owner to place a wheelchair in the back of the car with the 
rear seats folded down. 

In my future Coachbuilt reports I will reveal the background histories 
of the other cars exhibited at Beaulieu. 

Steve Burkinshaw

Close up of door hinge with long spring behind C-post

Unique spring-loaded rear door & folding rear seat for Wheelchair

Chris Nichols’ beautifully presented 1987 W&P next to John 
Parnell’s Radford Deville AA 1000

Innocenti Register

The National Mini Day at Beaulieu was 
a fantastic weekend away as always. 
Dave Nutland displayed his late Mk3 
Innocenti Cooper and Steve Burch 
displayed his newly restored Cooper 
1300 Export. 

Steve's car was completed for last year's 
Beaulieu but was just too late to be 
included in the register display. 
Both cars looked fantastic and it was 
a privilege to have them attend and 
represent the Innocent Register. I had a 
good look around Steve's car last year 
and was very impressed at the standard 
of his restoration of the car. This year I 
managed to get a sit in Steve’s car too 

which allowed me to see just how good the interior had turned out. 

During a chat with Dave I asked for a sit in his Mk3. With it being a 
red hot day, the heat from the sun was helping to extract all those 
lovely smells from the 1970s vinyl interior. I'm sure Dave knew in 
advance that I would ask for a sit in his car and so, he must have 
sprinkled a touch of oregano onto the rear parcel shelf for the full 
‘Italian aroma’ effect. What a lovely car you have sir! 

Tim, Chris and Chas Whight were in the trader’s area with an 
impressive display of Innocenti spares for sale with mostly new old 
stock items too. I'd been after a new windscreen washer switch for 
my ‘74 Cooper 1300 Export for a while and fortunately Tim had kept 
one aside for me to collect at the show. 

Whilst browsing through their nice stock of spares, I noticed a new 
old stock positive battery cable still in the bag. This had been cut on 

Foster Charlton

My Beaulieu spares purchases
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my ‘72 Cooper 1300 at some point, so it was a surprise to find the 
cable complete with battery clamp and floor grommet in the pack. 
Tim also managed to persuade me (by hypnosis I think) to buy a 
pristine new old stock expansion tank from him as well. He has had it 
at a few shows over the past couple of years, but it failed to sell due 
to people not wanting to pay the asking price. 

In Tim's defence, these expansion tanks are incredibly rare to find 
in a new old stock condition. When they are new, they are opaque 
white in colour. When they've spent forty years plus on a car they 
turn yellow and sometimes brown with age and heat. Every time I've 
seen the expansion tank at previous shows amongst Tim's stock, I've 
picked it up and then put it back down again, telling myself that my 
wife would leave me if she ever found out how much I'd paid for it. 

This time Tim and I had a good chat about it and we came to a mutual 
deal. Tim even wrapped it up in a white paper bag and managed to 
draw black spots on it, a pair of ears, a nose and a big pair of eyes, so 
that when I took it home, I could tell my wife I'd found a homeless 
puppy by the side of the road! 

As usual, it was great to meet up with fellow owners and chat. I met 
Nick Spratley for the first time after chatting to him for quite some 
time via Facebook. Nick bought Jamie Pooles German spec Cooper 
1300 Export around three years ago and a car well know within 
Innocenti circles. 

Also great to meet up with Tim France, Chris Hand and his wife 
together with Peter Bentley and his wife. I always seem to bump into 
Peter whilst chatting to someone else or when it's just time to leave 
Beaulieu for the 300 mile trip back up home to Newcastle. One day 
we will have that proper chat Peter! 

In summary, it was a superb weekend away, with great weather and 
fantastic friends. 

That's all for this month 

Foster Charlton

Dave Nutland’s  Innocenti Cooper

The Innocenti Register display with Dave Nutland’s Mk3 
Innocenti and Steve Burch’s Cooper 1300 Export

Mini Super Register

The weather was glorious for this 
year’s Beaulieu. Sadly, I could not 
attend, nor could a number of other 
Super owners. So it was down to 
stalwarts Sally Browne and Rob 
McShane to represent our Register. 
Rob in his Tartan red Austin and Sally 
with her Surf blue Morris.

Still no fresh Super discoveries, 
so little to report on this month 
I am afraid. However, there is a 
particularly unusual and interesting 
Super nearing completion of its 
restoration therefore I am hoping to 
report on that car very soon.

A question recently was raised on the Mk1 Performance website 
about two-tone coloured vehicles. The discussion quickly developed 
into one about Minis then a debate as to which model was built 
first, the Cooper or the Super. Both were introduced together in 
September 1961 but which was built first and when?

According to my records, the first production Cooper was built in 
July 1961 but the Super nearly a month earlier, in June. Information 
available about which was developed first is very limited. There 
are many photos of a car registered KEL 236. This certainly was a 
development car and in some photos it appears to be a standard-
looking Super, but in others it is airbrushed to look like a Cooper. 
There is a photo of it at Goodwood with the John Cooper racing 
team in April 1961. But this photo showed it had a standard 
Austin bonnet badge, so was it a prototype Super with Cooper 
mechanicals? My own view is that the Super was being developed 
as the top of the range, quality Mini, with the Cooper adopting 
the Super trim level. It makes sense, as the Super was to be a full 
production model but the Cooper limited to only one thousand 
vehicles. Early sales promotion leaflets even refer to the Cooper 
as the Sports version of the Super. So it would seem therefore, 
that the Super was to be the principle model of the two. I doubt 
though there will ever be a definitive answer!

Finally, if you own a Super, have owned one, know of one, even if 
it no longer exists, or have any stories or anecdotes involving one, 
please get in touch. As well as keeping a register of surviving cars, I 
record all Supers, dead or alive.

Garry Dickens

Garry Dickens

The two Supers representing the Super register at Beaulieu 2018
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1275GT Register

Our Beaulieu day once again delivered 
a great turn out of GTs; topping 
previous years and showing the ever 
growing status of our register. In 
addition to the two spaces allocated 
for feature cars, a well laid out 
extended parking area with rows for 
each register created a great display 
of each register variant. Well done to 
Tony Salter and the parking team!

Our featured GTs were two very 
different examples. Firstly, James Ellis’s 
car registered POV 832M painted in 
Blaze, and to my knowledge the only 
genuine one owner GT around - but 

feel free to correct me! Having passed his driving test in December 
1973 James decided that a 1275GT had to be the car for him and only 
a new example would do. So, with his dad’s signature as guarantor on 
the HP agreement, James drove off to begin his 44 years and counting 
love affair with his GT.

Alan Clark

James Ellis’ one owner from new GT which could be unique

One of James’ 41 MOT certificates, possibly no more to follow in future

Amazingly, other than a set of A panels and a rear sub-frame, 
no other structural work has been needed on James’ car over a 
record period of ownership, covering 104,000 miles. Fresh paint 
in the original colour back in 2004 gave a new look to the car but 
did not detract from the character and patina that only comes 
from caring conservation.

Bryan Purves’ GT, looking by far smarter than in its competition heyday

Still for sale at the time of attending Beaulieu

Based on the Isle of White, this ST equipped GT, broke down on 
route last year
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Then a more sporting heritage came in the shape of our second 
feature car, Bryan Purves ‘factory’ race prepared GT originally built at 
Cowley in 1968 to compete in the Duckhams Oil race series. Having 
acquired its 1972 registration of UWL 744K, a 3 year period of road 
use was followed by a second competition life as a Group A rally car, 
competing in the European Tarmac Rally Championship. Further rally 
competition followed right through to the end of the 1980s whilst 
owned by Jeremy Coulter.

With all original body panels and a recorded mileage of 31,000 miles, 
Bryan’s GT featured in the cars for sale section of CooperWorld 
earlier this year and latest reports from Bryan are that a buyer has yet 
to be found.

Many thanks go to James and Bryan for offering up their GTs for display.

The extended register display area brought the number of GTs 
in attendance into double figures, with several great examples of 
restored and preserved cars. Thanks to all the owners I met who 
took the time to tell me more about their GTs.

Beyond a small section of the display, I am sorry I can’t feature all the 
GTs and the background from their owners in this article. Please feel 
free to email me with more photos and information if you want a 
feature in a future CooperWorld issue.  

Alan Clark

Stunning Special Tuning engine bay

Earliest GT displayed, unrestored but great preservation, keep it 
that way

 Modern MINI Cooper Register

Sorry, I did not attend the MCR 
Mini Beaulieu event, but I hear it 
was a great day! The YouTube video 
undertaken of at the show by John 
Clancy looks superb. See it here: 
https://youtu.be/SEpMI83CCuw. 
The date clashed with the MINI 
CHALLENGE at Snetterton so I had 
to go to sunny Norfolk instead.

I have now become the MINI 
Captain (AKA Registrar) of the 
BMW Car Club MINI Section. Why 
I hear you all ask. The position was 
vacant and they do have a purely 
MINI Section. You get a free copy 
of Performance MINI every other 

month, (previously called Modern MINI). Club Membership 
costs £40, with a discount to £35 if you do a direct debit for the 
following years. A subscription to Performance MINI magazine 
costs £31.92, so the ongoing annual membership cost effectively 
£3.08 is a no brainer!

The BMW Car Club is obviously supported by BMW and MINI 
UK so my aim is to bring club membership to as many Modern 
MINIs as possible. The annual day for the BMW Car Club is the 
BMW Festival at the British Motor Museum at Gaydon on the 
12th August. I have arranged a MINI Register section and I have 
agreed with the organisers that all Modern MINI drivers can park 
up in the MINI Register section and not in the main car park. If 
you do happen to sign up on the day you will get a £5 discount 
off the normal £40. So, with the magazine included, it will only 
cost you £3.08 in real money. Membership will entitle you to 
a 10% discount at Halfords, discounted Pirelli tyres and Shell 
Petrol vouchers.

https://bmwcarclubgb.uk/categories/join_club/benefits_of_joining_
us.html

I do hope a symbiotic relationship can be formed for the benefit of 
all Modern MINI drivers. However, having said that, I got an email 
from a disgruntled MINI owner who had driven from Devon to 
Brands Hatch to attend the Deutsche Fest at Brands Hatch, where 
an attempt on the Guinness Book of Records for the most BMWs on 
the track was to be made. They were turned away, in a MINI Cooper 
S Diesel because “It is not a BMW”. Clearly mistaken, but a did point 
out that the MINI, although owned by BMW is ‘Made in England’ as is 
the Rolls Royce!

I used the dialogue to advertise the MINI Festival at Brands 
Hatch which is on the weekend of the 25th/26th August and 
the Oulton Park MINI Festival which is on the 21st July. Club 
members should be able to get a discount ‘online’ as a club 
member. http://brandshatch.mini-festival.co.uk/get-involved/
mini-owners/ as low as £12 if you are a club member and drive 
a MINI. Instead of £20. The MCR will be at Brands Hatch too. 
The MINI CHALLENGE will also have the JCWs, S Class and 
Cooper classes all racing along with a pit walk and grid walk at 
both Festivals.

My lovely F56 JCW continues to delight me, still smiling every time 
I sit in it. I have a very little gripe in that the driver's seat bolster is 
already showing rub marks on the RHS. I have bought a number of 
products from the very well known auction site, which covers up 
the mark for a few weeks but fails to last. OCD? Probably, but could 
be my size, probably. Will I mention it at service time? Probably. The 
engine is loosening up nicely and the exhaust sounds fabulous, even 
without the track exhaust fitted.

Production of the JCWs has now been put on hold at Oxford 
while a new engine configuration is designed to meet the ever 
tightening emission laws. A knock on effect of making the car so 

David Young
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popular. I don’t see Ferrari or Porsche stopping production of 
their high emission cars.
 
And from OX4

• MINI wins Italian Baja for the second successive year.
• MINI JOHN Cooper Works Rally crew of Jakub ‘Kuba’ Przygonski 

and co-driver Tom Colsoul dominate Italian Baja 2018.
• Przygonski wins Italian Baja 2018 to retain lead of 2018 FIA Cross 

Country Rally World Cup.
• Amos Eugenio and co-driver Filipe Palmeiro successfully complete 

Italian Baja 2018 in a second MINI racing car.

Munich. If ever there was any pressure on Jakub ‘Kuba’ Przygonski 
(POL) to retain his lead of the 2018 FIA Cross Country Rally World 
Cup – and repeat his winning result of the 2017 edition of Italian Baja 

A flying finish for Przygonski

– the young Polish rally star showed absolutely no signs, while on his 
way to winning Italian Baja 2018.

Przygonski drove a virtually immaculate race to win Italian Baja 2018 
in a MINI John Cooper Works Rally. Of the six Special Stages that 
made up the 443.49km race distance, Przygonski and co-driver Tom 
Colsoul (BEL) won five stages and narrowly missed out on making it a 
straight six by finishing second in the Super Special Stage, missing out 
on the win by just 0.7sec.

David Young

Przygonski wading his MINI through to another stage win  
Photos - Courtesy of BMW
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  Bristol, Glos and  
  Somerset

Meeting 7.30pm on 
Thursday13th September

Beefeater, Emersons Green, Bristol David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall 3rd Thursday of each 
month at 7.30pm

The Wrey Arms, Bickington Road, Sticklepath, Barnstaple
EX31 2BX 01271 859360 www.thewreyarms.co.uk

Steve Bonny 01271 860328
s.bonny183@btinternet.com

Dorset 2nd Wednesday of every 
month 8.00pm 

Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood Road, Avon, 
Christchurch. BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 07788 646800
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

TBA

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts 01248 811109
davidr61@hotmail.co.uk

  Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

The Queens Head, Portsmouth Road, Fishers Pond, 
Eastleigh SO50 7HF 

Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30pm

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Graham Carter 07974 353726
grahamcarter13@btinternet.com

Scotland Sunday 12th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Tuesday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

  Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Mick Tully 01273 883349  
g-tully@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Warwickshire Region meeting venue is being sold so 
to avoid a wasted journey please send email to warks@
cliffdporter.co.uk  to confirm location of monthly 
meeting.  Thank you. Cliff Porter, Regional Organiser.

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

NEW
CONTACT

NEW
VENUE

NEW
VENUE

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org
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Regional Coordinator - Richard Sign

Hello all, 

I am writing this just after our Beaulieu 
day and I am looking forwards to our 
Wipers event which will have happened 
by the time you read this. I am also very 
much looking forward to our Minis to the 
Alps touring assembly in September too. 

What great weather we have been 
having recently and I certainly enjoyed 
another great day at Beaulieu this year.

I would like to thank the seven regions who had stands at Beaulieu 
this year. We had entries from near and far and I had the pleasure of 
choosing the best regional stand. The decision was not an easy one and 
it was good to see a great selection of cars on display and also to catch 
up with those manning the stands. I chose the Dorset region for the 
trophy due to their wide range of cars on display spanning the years 
from early Minis right up to very nearly new MINIs. Their stand was 
always well manned and they were eager to chat about their cars. They 
certainly looked pleased en-mass at the prize giving.

I also enjoyed seeing David Dangerfield collecting his trophy for the 
work he has done over the past year with the Bristol Gloucester and 
Somerset region. Well done David and keep up the good work.

Other news to impart is that we have a new regional contact for the 
Sussex region. Mick Tully has taken over running the region from Pete 
Hodges. I wish Mick success in the region and would like to thank Pete 
for all his work in the region in the past.

I am sure you will have seen the excellent Regional Reports written in 
recent editions of CooperWorld about what has been going on all over 
the country. I have certainly appreciated the well written reports with 
lots of colourful photos accompanying them.

If you are a new member, or one who has not previously participated in 
regional events then I recommend getting in contact with our regional 
contacts who will welcome you along to their events. It’s a great way of 
meeting members, getting involved, sharing knowledge and learning more 
about our cars. We have some regions that geographically have many 
members such as Devon and Cornwall who have Regional contacts eager 
to arrange events and welcome members. Please do support our regions! 

It has been great to read reports and hear about the events that regions 
have attended representing the Mini Cooper Register, and getting out 
and about enjoying good company and great cars. There are so many 
well attended events including runs, classic car shows, speaker talks etc 
available to all interested. So, if you would like to attend an event in your 
own region, or another region, then contact the regional contact. You 
will receive a warm welcome. 

Many of our regions organise runs out in our cars, perhaps to local 
hostelries or places of interest such as car museums, breweries, 
airfields, race circuits etc. These are a great way of getting involved and 
a nice change from just attending our monthly meetings.
If any regions are looking for suggestions of an easy way to organise getting 
members together, then an evening or weekend run might fit the bill.

I particularly enjoyed hearing and reading about the well attended talk 
that Stuart Turner, one of our Honorary members, gave to our Herts & 

North London Region in May. Also good to hear was the £700 that the 
event raised for their chosen charity of Race against Dementia.

We still have many events being organised by our regions which I would 
encourage all to attend. 

In closing, and at the time of writing, I still have a plea for anyone 
interested in taking on the role of regional contact for our Yorkshire, 
Essex and Cheshire regions. All three of these regions are active 
regions, meeting regularly, but without a designated contact. If you 
might be interested in taking on this not difficult task then please get in 
touch for a chat.

Richard Sign.
regions@minicooper.org
07968 307689

Bristol Gloucester and Somerset Region

June has been a busy month. My 1971 Cooper S has been flying along 
with its new electronic ignition. However, soon into the month the 
car failed to start. It sounded like it had a flat battery but the battery 
was fully charged. I have made sure the car is properly earthed. I then 
fitted a new solenoid and starter motor taking advantage of the newly 
negotiated MiniSport discount for MCR members. I purchased the 
Powerlite high torque starter motor as this product is much lighter, gives 
twice as much power on start and, uses half the battery current to do it. 

One turn of the key and wow, what a difference, the car started first 
time. I understand there are only a few of these units left at £166.38 
and, you get your MCR discount on top. 

On the 3rd of June I attended the Chippenham Classic Car Show and 
there were a number of Minis in attendance including a trio in excellent 
condition (see photo). A non MCR member was parked a few cars along 
in an early 850. We got chatting and after looking around his car he was 
pleased to know his 850 had a number of rare Mini Cooper S Mk1 parts 
fitted to it which he never knew it had. He is now going to be a member!

The 10th June was Beaulieu, another excellent sunny day and a large 
number of Minis were in attendance. Well done to the organisers. My 
father was trunk trading parts and we managed to sell some £1,800 
worth! Although two items made up most of the cash – an 8 port 
Westlake head sold for £1,000 and a set of reverse rims and tyres sold 
for £350. Well done dad, have an ice-cream on me! (See photos).

REGIONAL REPORTS
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On the 16/17th of June the BGS region was exhibiting at the Bristol 
Classic Car show, we signed up a number of new members and 
other took away membership forms. The event feels stretched 
over two days and I am sure they could really just run it on a single 
day. Thank you to all the members who dropped by and to Eli, 
Derek, Ian and Steve who showed their cars and helped run the 
stand. (See Photo).

Looking forward, the next regional meet up will be at 7.30pm on 
Thursday 13th September at the Beefeater, Emersons Green, Bristol.
That’s it from me.

David Dangerfield

Dorset Region

I am delighted to report that the Dorset Region won the Best Regional 
Stand award at Beaulieu 2018. The award was judged and presented by 
Richard Sign, the MCR Regional Co-ordinator.

Apparently, the reason we won the award was because of the wide 
range of cars on our stand which covered early Mini production through 
to later Minis.

I would also add that I missed Beaulieu for the first time in 20 years, so 
congratulations to all those people who helped set up our stand and 
displayed their cars. Frank and Stella, Roger and Lynn and Adrian and Val 
are shown in the photo receiving the award.

Alan Booth, Martin Charles, Terry Hart and David and Alison Chapman 
also showed their cars.

So, the bar is set high and we will have to keep up the standard or 
better it for 2019. 

Our next event is the Breamore Classic Car Show on Sunday August 
12th. We have 9 cars booked in, so if you are visiting, please come and 
say hello.

Nick Stansmore
07788 646800 
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Well done to everyone!

An award winning display of cars



Hampshire Region

The June meeting was great although we were missing a few members 
who were on holiday etc. There were still quite a few people present 
including a new member Simon from Gosport on his way home!

We celebrated Sally’s birthday with some cake and had a good chat 
about Beaulieu and all things Mini. Peter Gibson came along in his 
lovely concours trophy winning 997 Cooper, showing that it is a car to 
be used. With that in mind we decided members should bring a Mini to 
the July meeting rather than the usual state of everything except Minis! 

For the meeting in August we are having a curry night. Unfortunately, 
this has to be on Wednesday instead of our usual Thursday. So that 
meeting will be on the 15th August, as usual at the Queens Head next 
to Fishers Pond. If you are from Hampshire and have not been to the 
meetings before, or not for a while, feel free to give Sally or me a call. 
The August curry night would be great for introductions.

Tony Salter

Kent Region 

Hi from Kent! 

We enjoyed a lovely day at the Darling buds of May show on the 1st 
July, which was sunny, relaxed and with good company. We had our 
granddaughter Primrose too who was spoilt rotten by us, but I am glad 
to say she was well behaved. The organisation on the day was a bit poor 
but we found a space and relaxed. As you can see from the photo cars 
were ‘thrown’ in a space.

Don’t forget The Ham Sandwich Run for this year takes place on the 
19th August, please contact us ASAP to book your space on this year’s 
run. We will limit the event to 40 cars so get in quick. Members from all 
regions are welcome on a first come first served basis!

We are the Brands Hatch Mini Festival, this year Saturday 25th & Sunday 
26th August. We will have a club stand on the Sunday; buy your tickets 
from http://brandshatch.mini-festival.co.uk/. The discount on tickets is 
available on the dropdown under clubs booking. Please drop us a line 
if you would like to join us so we can keep an eye on numbers, all cars 
welcome.

Kent Events List 2018

Brands Hatch Mini Festival 25th-26th August, Brands Hatch Circuit.
Ham Sandwich Run, 19th August, Ashford.
Oh So Retro, September, 30th September, Margate. 

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent 
ME17 4JD

The second Wednesday of each month. The August meeting will be on 
the 8th. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/
groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

Our June meeting featured the Annual Informal Concours which 
attracted 36 cars to be registered for people to vote for ‘The car 
they would most like to take home with them’. Although a good 
number of Minis attended, sadly very few votes were cast for them. 
Was it because there were too many of them that were very similar 
(red with black or white roof), or the fact many looked like rally 
cars, or perhaps they were too modified? Pete Mallisch’s Radford 
Cooper S did manage 3rd equal (with a Triumph TR3A) with 5 
votes. Local car retailer Dave Fox has a nice collection of cars and 
brought along a rare De Tomaso Pantera in oh so seventies lime 
green and scoped second place with 6 votes. But the runaway 
winner with 13 votes was the beautifully presented Jaguar XK150 
Coupe of Mike Price. 

However, mention must be made of Dave Potter’s almost better than 
new Mini Pick-up that 3 people would have liked to have in their garage. 
So a different winner again this year to join the illustrious list: Bristol 
406, Lotus Elan Sprint, SAAB 96 2-stroke, MGA roadster, Mini Moke 
and an Aston Martin DB6.
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The winning Jaguar XK150

De Tomaso Pantera (2nd place)
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Whilst out and about in June, I spotted a nice Rover Mini Cooper Sport 
at Brightwells Modern Classic auction on 21st June. Complete with an 
interesting number plate, it attracted a bid of £6,380 plus the buyer’s 
premium. This seemed good value for a nicely presented ‘lowish’ mileage car. 

Turning now to future events and by the time this issue of CooperWorld 
drops through your letter box, our Summer Tour will be about to take 
place on Saturday August 4th. At the time of writing, all 40 places have been 
taken, and I am just about to carry out a full survey of the route to check 
signposts, state of the roads and record the mileages. I have guessed the 
day will be about 150 miles long taking in the Staffordshire Moorlands and 
the Peak District. I just hope the current moorland fires won’t disrupt the 
route, but the forecast at the beginning of July is for the hot dry weather to 
continue. Even Wimbledon might be free of rain interruptions and delays!

Monday August 5th. This is likely to be a chat night, following the 
rigours of the Summer Tour and several people having raced at the Croft 
Nostalgia meeting over the weekend.

Monday September 3rd. This regular meeting has always attracted a 
good turnout of cars, so much so it has become something of a Motor 
Show night! It is a bit dependant on the weather as to what turns up, but 
the fun starts at 7.30pm.

Beyond this we are going into the unknown. Alterations at the George 
and Dragon are likely to affect some of the traditional events we have 
laid on over the winter. At present I am taking it meeting by meeting 
to see what we can arrange, but it does look as though the Christmas 
Dinner evening will be affected. Watch this space!

Finally, a correction! In last month’s report, the picture of Atalanta was 
described as a Bugatti. Not so, for Atalanta is a car manufacturer in its 
own right. They produced a small number of cars in the mid 1930s and 
even raced at Le Mans. In more recent times, the name was acquired by 
one of our members, Martin Corfield, and he has set about re-launching 
the brand with a continuation car using modern components and 
materials. Bugatti built a car called the Atlantique.

That’s all for this month, and it is always nice to see Minis and MINIs 
at our meetings. Perhaps now Wheeler Dealers have featured an R53 
Monte Carlo 40 car, more people will wake up to the MINI as being 
worthy of a classic status!

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com

Suffolk Region

Beaulieu has come and gone again, and it seemed like there were more 
Minis and visitors than ever and what marvellous weather too. We had 
seven members there this year, and we were well looked after as usual 
at B&B by enthusiastic members Ian and Cathy. We had a good trip 
there and back from Suffolk; the only mishap was Terry's Rover Cooper 
broke down on leaving the show, but the RAC had him transported 
home only 30 minutes behind the rest of us! What a lucky man. 

The Sunday Mystery run is planned for July, and on Sunday 5th August 
we are attending the Helmingham Hall Classic and Sports car Festival. 
So, why not join us for the day where we will have a club stand. After 
that we shall be attending a string of local shows. 

Ian MacPherson

Radford Mini Cooper S (3rd place)

Cooper Sport for sale at Brightwells

Suffolk Region at Beaulieu

Suffolk Region members at Bawdsey

Members’ cars parked at Bawdsey
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Cars for sale

1966 Morris Mini Cooper S in Tartan red with black roof. After a lot of heart 
searching I have decided to sell my cherished S. It was completely restored by 
me with professional body and paintwork input over 5 years and completed 
in 2000. It has been very well cared for since and remains in excellent 
condition with summer use only and garaged. It has been a concours winner 
and has featured in MiniWorld and MINI magazine, when it was on the 
front cover (2004). Please contact me for further details, more photos are 
available. Genuine offers of no less than £50,000 will be considered from kind 
and loving homes only please. Tel Mervyn Holsey on: 01328 864118 Norfolk.

Fully restored 1275GT.First registered in October 1980, the car 
has been the subject of a complete and extensive restoration. The 
original shell was chemically stripped to bare metal and then fully 
restored and painted by CCR&R (Backwell.) The car features new 
BMH subframes with all suspension, steering and running gear 
uprated and renewed; KAD alloy hubs, swing arms, rear anti-roll 
bar, 4-pot calipers and discs; Goodridge stainless braided brake 
hoses, Minifins and AVO dampers; Slark 1330 motor with all-
steel MED internals; fuel injected Arden 8-port head with DTA 
engine control unit; straight cut MED drop gears, Clubman gear 
kit and CWP; Quaife ATB differential; Maniflow manifold and 
exhaust system; new window seals throughout and new Pilkington 
laminated windscreen; new wiper motor, rack, wheel boxes, 
arms and blades; Wipac halogen headlights; Newton Commercial 
interior; Moto-Lita wheel; Safety Devices 6-point bolt-in cage; 
Cobra Monaco seats and Willans harnesses; Force Racing 3-piece 
alloys with Yokohama A048 tyres fitted and unused spare included. 
Less than 1,000 miles since completion and entered twice at 
Coopers at Castle Combe. Supplied with original engine, gearbox, 
ancillaries and interior. History file and all bills provided. Too much 
work undertaken and too many parts replaced to list. £22,500. For 
full details and specifications, please contact Bernard Twist on tel: 
01666 837518 (Malmesbury area.) Mobile: 07920 051652. email : 
bernardtwist@hotmail.co.uk

FOR SALE AND WANTEDFOR SALE AND WANTED

Thames Valley Region

The Thames Valley gazebo had its 
second outing at Beaulieu. Twelve 
members attended the show. 
Melanie supplied the cake and coffee 
and Lorraine biscuits and sweets, 
Mike sandwiches and wine. We had 
a good day promoting the Thames 
Valley Tour which is to take place on 
the 15th July and we received a lot of 
interest. Lorraine and Russell were 
both showing cars in the main area.

Clive Brooks

REGIONAL REPORTS

Rover Cooper formed part of the display

The Thames Valley display

The Thames Valley Region 
members enjoying their 
new gazebo

Melanie’s ‘Mini’ Cake Russell’s car on display in plastic fantastic
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WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

1963 Austin Mini Cooper S. 1410cc with 92 bhp. Many new parts including 
wiring loom, head liner, sccr gearbox, 45 weber, hi lo adjustable suspension. 
All new interior. £16,000. Tel: Bob Scheier on 07709 706521. Hampshire.

1968 Mk1 Morris Cooper S Wood and Pickett Conversion.
An original un-restored car as featured in the May issue of CooperWorld 
and much talked about at Beaulieu this year.
It has undergone light re-commissioning to enable an MOT and UK 
registration. Outstanding car with an amazing history. Starts on the 
button with less than 10k miles since Wood and Pickett conversion circa 
early seventies. Please contact Ian Williams on 07796 955148 or email 
ducati.rider@hotmail.co.uk

Parts for sale

2018 Mini Cooper Children 
in Need limited edition of 150 
Corgi 1/36 scale models made by 
Corgi Miniman with Swarovski 
crystal headlights including 
certificate and presentation box. 
£20 each including p&p in UK. If 
you would like to order please 
send a cheque for £20 payable 
to Ian Dunning and send it to 7 
Wauldby Close Anlaby HU10 
6QQ. Please allow 10 days for 
delivery.Thanks Ian Tel: 01482 
653571.

Complete 9 piece red Veltone carpet sets with sound proof backing. 
For Mini MKI, Cooper and Cooper S. Each set has a MKI heel mat 
attached and comes with floor clips plus separate black pads for 
underneath the seats. Also complete 9 piece black Veltone carpet sets 
with slightly thinner soundproofing. For MKII Cooper and Cooper S 
with MKII heel mat attached floor clips plus separate black pads for 
underneath the seats.

I also have rubber toe mats that stop your foot wearing out the carpet near 
the accelerator, plus MKI and MKII rubber heel mats that are sold separately 
to the 9 piece sets.

For any further information or to receive a sample please email: 
downtonbos@yahoo.co.uk or tel: 01970 617010/07974608333 or BAS on 
01633 873664. I am willing to ship worldwide.

Parts wanted

Mk1 rear seat in Tartan red/gold brocade wanted. Condition (within 
reason) is not overly important as it is for my rally car and needs to be 
more cost effective than award winning! Need both parts but will take 
seat back or base separately. Text or telephone Geoff on 07931 560560.

Rubber seals for the injectors on a MPI 1998 Cooper.
Can anyone help me with supplying these? If you can help then please 
email on the following email address: philiptristram@hotmail.com

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to register 
vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number (V.I.N.) and/
or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the police to inspect cars 
without either one of these identification numbers. Members and 
readers are advised to be cautious before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose 
a cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so 
will result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques 
should be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) and/or 
chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must be in written 
form only please and addressed to the magazine editor. This includes 
instructions for repeat insertions and/or advert amendments.
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100sOF CARSFOR SALEBUY A NEW CLASSIC FOR SPRING

150 MPH EXOTICS
BOXSTER OR XK8?£5k

SOLIHULL LEGENDS

150 MPH EXOTICS

HIGHS AND LOWS SOLIHULL LEGENDS

EVENTS LISTING

DRIVING THE FUTURE:
HONDA’S INSIGHT

FORGOTTEN HERO 
MORRIS OXFORD

DRIVING THE FUTURE:
HONDA’S INSIGHT

80s XR FORDS
FROM £2500

SpecialistRates
forClubMembers

*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate
House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. FP ADGE775.3.17

With FJ+ you can add to your policy from a range of cover
options* including breakdown, agreed value, salvage
retention and spare parts.

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6004
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Insurance
solutions* for
classics and
more.

R
umours
circulate about
the future
of storied
British sports

car maker Lotus. As
Chinese manufacturers
add to their portfolios
by investing in historic
domestic marques,
industrial relations mar
others. Is Lotus about to
join Vauxhall by passing
into French hands? Full
story inside.

1000
CLASSICS
FOR SALE
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
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BREWER & ANSTEAD
BEGIN THEIR GREAT
BRITISH BUILD-OFF!

ANGLIA vs A40 FARINA
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-
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LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22

EXCLUSIVE!
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR

LASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICCCLASSICLASSICLASSIC
GAZELLE

FORD
CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

RUST-FREE MINI
MGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GT
Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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